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Preface

The Stanford University course, Philosophy 167, Elementary Proof

Theory, is being offered as a computer based course. The instructor for

Philosophy 167 is a computer program named EXCHECK which runs on the

IMSSS's PDP-I0 computer. The CAl lessons for the course are patterned

after informal lectures in mathematics and utilize both visual and audio

presentation of the curriculum.

The development of the program and curriculum for this course is

being carried out under the general direction of Georg Kreisel and

Patrick Suppes. EXCHECK was written by Robert Smith, Lee Blaine and

James Mc Donald. The curriculum for this course was developed by

Wilfried Sieg; it was implemented by Wilfried Sieg and Vladimir

Lifschitz in collaboration with Lee Blaine. Wilfried Sieg, Vladimir

Lifschitz, Ingrid Lindstr5m, and Sten Lindstr5m wrote the VOCAL lessons

for the course. Finally, Chapters L 4, 2, 4, and 5 of this text were

written by Wilfried Sieg; Ingrid Lindstr5m wrote Chapter 3 and prepared

its PUB-version.

Both the program and the curriculum are still very much under

development. The research aspects in the development of this course

were supported by the National Science Foundation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter 1

This chapter which gives a brief introduction to the course is
divided into two parts. The first part consists of some general
programmatic and historical remarks by Professor Kreisel. In the second
part of the chapter the content and structure of the course will be
outlined.

1.1 Introductory Remarks EY Prof. Kreisel

1.1.1 Some Traditional Problems of Proof Theory

Mathematicians constantly use proofs as tools; comparable to
physicists" use of their eyes. But rarely are proofs the princinal
object of mathematical study. Of course, mathematicians think a lot
about proofs; perhaps more than physicists about their eyes. They check
proofs, simplify them; or even ask, what information can be read off a
proof, which is not stated in the theorem proved.

Most dramatically one asks, whether certain hypotheses
theorem or axioms of a theory are necessary; necessary in the sense
the theorem cannot be proved without those hypotheses, or that
axioms cannot be proved from the remaining axioms of the theory.

of a
that
the

Logicians have formalized some of those reflections about
proofs; especially in the case of purely logical proofs. For example,
reflections concerning the independence of the axiom of parallels P from
the remaining axioms G of Euclidean geometry. But this work was
superseded by the development of another branch of mathematical logic:
model theory. To show independence, one finds two models M and M" with
the following properties: all the axioms G of geometry hold in M and in
M"; but the axiom of parallels P holds just in M and not in M". In
Section 2.1 you will find a model-theoretic independence proof.
There, the axiom of infinity is shown to be independent from the other
axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory.

Most checking of proofs
way- For example, one finds an
finding a model M, in which A is
learnt to handle the relation:

is also done in this model-theoretic
error in a lemma of the form A -> B by
true and B is false. In short: one has

The formula A is a conseguence of the set of formulas F.

And it is not necessary to look at proofs, which pass from F to A; let
alone give formal rules for this passage.

1



Proof Theory Chapter L L 1

The improvement achieved in this way is evident enou!,\h. In
addition, the results of the present course can be used to formulate
explicitly some mathematical consequences of the improvement. This can
be done by extending the model-theoretic results to cases, where the
consequence relation cannot be formalized at all (most trivially, when
the set F is not recursively enumerable). Put differently: the
formalization of the consequence relation is just not relevant to most
results in the literature on predicate lo!'\ic.

There has been a second development since the first steps of
formalization about one hundred years ago. And this development
discredits some of the other principal original aims of formalization,
concerning the faithful representation Qf mathematical reasoning.
Specifically, after having discovered rules which are, demonstrably,
correct and complete for some class of problems, we use them less, not
more, as time goes on (except, of course, in courses written by
logicians for logicians).

This is familiar from arithmetic; that the equality

3 x 37 = 121

is false, ~ be checked by purely numerical comoutation. If we compute
correctly, we shall find that 3 times 37 is not 121. Yet instead of
making this computation, we observe that 1 plus 2 plus 1 cannot be
divided by three, and, therefore, 121 is not divisible by three either.
And we avoid running the risk of miscalculating 3 times 37. This
phenomenon can also be found in algebra, for example, when theorems
about orderings, which can be stated in purely logical terms, are proved
by set-theoretical operations. In fact, this development is so
impressive that the practical possibility, not only the interest, of
formalizing quite simple current proofs came to be doubted.

L 1.2 An Introduction to New Tasks Qf Proof Theory

In vie'" of the two developments just mentioned, to be viable,
proof theory must find feasible new tasks. It has to focus on problems
and techniques, where the details of the proof figures are of principal
interest or use· Specifically, there is the broad area of applying
computers to proofs, which are represented by data on which computers
can operate. And here, formalization is plainly essential, inasmuch as
computers can operate only on formal data. But at least occasionally,
there will also be mathematical uses. These uses can be compared to
those of coordinates in geometry- One treats proof figures as 'quasi
coordinates' for the consequence relation, even when the problem
concerns only the latter.

However, the present course presents only an introduction to and
not results on the new tasks of proof theory. The course treats the
incompleteness phenomena discovered by Goedel for the particular case of
formal set theory. For their discussion, a formal presentation of a

2



Proof Theory Chapter 1.1.2

system for set theory is needed; a presentation which is suitable for
computer implementation-

The principal, also called first, incompleteness theorem is in
fact a prime example of a result, which is formulated entirely in terms
of the consequence relation; and it is not at all sensitive to the
details of the formal rules considered. It states in the natural sense
of the terms used, that there is a true arithmetic statement, which
cannot be proved in set theory~

FIRST INCOMPLETENESS THEOREM:

Some true arithmetic statement is not formally provable in
set theory.

Most students in the course will probably know the theorem as a
corollary of a recursion-theoretic result: there is a recursively
enumerable set of numbers, which is not recursive. Though the theorem
is not sensitive to the details, the particular definition of the
arithmetic statement is. And the course should convey the general
flavor of the work involved, for example, in programming a computer to
write down the statement, even if nobody will read it.

The second incompleteness theorem concerns metamathematical
consistency statements for formal systems. It is proved here for the
particular case of the system ZF of set theory. It states, that ZF
cannot prove the natural set-theoretic formulation of the statement: ZF
is consistent. To put it roughly: set theory cannot prove its own
consistency.

SECOND INCOMPLETENESS THEOREM:

Set theory does not prove its own consistency.

But here the result is more sensitive to details, as will be illustrated
by so-called Rosser variants.

1.1. 3 Some Historical Remarks

Before giving a brief survey of the course, let us make some
historical remarks. The original interest in incompleteness phenomena
derived from the zig-zag of surprises under the general heading of
formalization- First, there was the surprise that elementary, or first
order logic had a complete formalization. Over the next fifty years, a
few other formal sys tems for elementary branches of mathematics were
shown to be complete: real algebra, Euclidean geometry, and theory of
congruences ..

The early surprise was forgotten; some had come to think of
these obviously elementary branches as typical (as far as formalization
was concerned); and as typical enough to be surprised by Goedel' s

3



Proof Theory Chapter 1.1.3

The main purpose of
Goedel's famous, and now
formulated for the system ZF

incompleteness results.. Goedel' s theorems have of course a permanent
interest, in so far as they isolate a particular branch of mathematics,
where incompleteness and undecidability phenomena take over: namely the
theory of diophantine equations.

The incompleteness phenomena are also relevant to a particular
branch of foundations, which is known as Hilbert's Consistency Program:

Prove the consistency of a formal system F,
which can serve as a basis for all of mathematics,
by restricted (finitist) metamathematical means.

Its basic claim is already discredited by the first incompleteness
theorem. Leaving aside for a moment the restriction to finitist
metamathematical methods of proof, the brutal question is this:

If a formal system F is incomplete, and we
might extend it any day by thinking of new methods;
what possible use is the consistency of F for a
foundation of all of mathematics ?

Beyond asking this question, one can of course dot the i' sand
cross the t' s as in the second theorem, and show the following: the
consistency of the usual systems F cannot be proved in obviously weaker
systems, as it cannot be proved in F itself! But the second theorem
does ~ exclude the possibility of consistency proofs by methods, which
are incomparable with the principles formulated in F itself. There are
such consistency proofs for predicate logic and extensions of
arithmetic. But the points involved are too specialized to serve as a
good introduction to proof theory at the present time.

1.2 1:0. General Outline of the Course

the proof theory course is to present
classical, incompleteness theorems, as

(Zermelo-Fraenkel) of axiomatic set theory.

The course is divided into five parts. We first simply list
those parts and indicate their content very briefly. The various topics
and their interrelations are then described in greater detail.

Part 1. (Chapter 2)
Presentation of the system ZF of axiomatic set theory.

Part 2. (Chapter 3)
Informal syntactical analysis of the system ZF.

Part 3. (Chapter 4)

4



Proof Theory Chapter 1.2

Formalization of metamathematics. A formal theory
TEM for elementary syntax is deve!oped.

Part 4.

Part 5.

(Chapter 5)
Proofs of Goedel's two incompleteness theorems.

(Chapter 6)
Representation of the theory TEM in ZF.

The axioms of ZF and their intended models (segments of the
cumulative hierarchy) are carefully described in part 1. In the first
part, we also recall how informal mathematical (in particular, number
theoretic) notions can be represented in ZF. We also show that
functions and predicates that seem to require a recursive or inductive
definition can be explicitly defined within set theory.

In the second part of the course we give an informal syntactical
analysis of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory.

We first present the basic language BL for ZF and define the
fundamental syntactical notions of BL. The language BL has only one
non-logical symbol, namely a binary predicate symbol for the set
theoretic relation of membership. We then show how to present ZF as a
first-order theory in the basic language BL.

Then we extend the theory ZF to a definitional extension which
contains constant symbols, function symbols and additional predicate
symbols for notions that are definable in ZF. Here, the important fact
is that the extended system and ZF prove the same sentences in the basic
language, which means that the definitional extension of ZF is a
conservative extension of ZF.. Definitional extensions are also
inessential in the sense that every new symbol is eliminable: that is,
for every formula F in the extended language, there is a logically
equivalent formula F' in the basic language, and the logical equivalence
is provable in the definitional extension.

The central results surrounding and including Goedel's
incompleteness theorems are proved in part 4 of the course· They
presuppose the representation of the syntax of the (formal system) ZF
within ZF itself. -- There are two ways of analyzing the syntactic
objects which constitute a formal system:

(i) they can be analyzed
symbols, the basic operation to
CONCATENATION;

as finite
build up or

STRINGS of
construct

some given
strings is

(ii) they can be analyzed as finite, even finite BINARY TREES,
the basic operation for constructing such trees from given symbols is
PAIRING.

We choose to view the syntactic objects as binary trees built up
from the empty tree S by the pairing operation [ , ] , for example:

5
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[s,rS,Sll
/ \

S [S,S]
/ \

S S

Chapter 1.2

Syntactic concepts (lik~ the notion of a term or a formula) are
defined by elementary inductive definitions on binary trees. Such S
inductive definitions, justified by the structure of binary trees, are
of a very restricted mechanical kind; mechanical in the sense that a
(suitably programmed) computer can decide whether a ~iven syntactic
object falls under a certain concept or not. This presentation of the
syntax of ZF is given in a theory for elementary metamathematics, called
TEM, in part 3 of the course.

The crucial technique in provin~ Goedel's theorems by a kind of
diagonal argument is the construction of self-referential statements ..
This requires a representation of syntax in set theory. To see quite
readily how such a representation can be achieved, recall the
development of number theory or geometry in set theory: the basic
objects with which these theories are concerned are identified with
particular sets; the relations between them are expressed by set
theoretic ones ..

As a matter of fact, syntax will be represented in a weak
subsystem of ZF called ZF*. The system ZF* is simply ZF without the
axiom of infinity and is equivalent to first-order Peano arithmetic.
For the purposes of representing syntax actually much weaker systems are
sufficient; but precisely which one is 'adequate' is a delicate question
which does not yet have a convincing answer.

To develop elementary metamathematics in ZF, we first have to
specify the sets associated with syntactic objects. This is not
difficult and can be done in a very natural way: sets themselves are
visualized as (possibly infinitely) branching, well-founded trees; and
we associate syntactic objects with those sets which are built up from
the empty set by the (set theoretic) pairing operation. This 'codin~' of
syntactic objects as sets will be done syntactically: with each term T
of TEM one associates a term 1T 1 of the lan~ua~e of set theory which
denotes a set of the kind described above. The mappin~:

T 1------> ITI

is defined in TEM.

Set theoretic predicates 01' will be associated with syntactical
concepts P in such a way that one can prove in TEM:

(R1) IF peT) THEN ZF* 1- 01' ( IT 1)

(R2) IF NOT peT) THEN

6
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Proof Theory Chapter 1.2

These implications are called the representability conditions for P and
allow the set theoretic verification of metamathematical facts.

Given a representation of syntactic concepts which satisfies the
representabili ty conditions it is easy to prove the Self-referential
Lemma (also called the Diagonal Lemma):

For every formula F of the languaRe of ZF there is a formula D
such that:

ZF* 1- D <-> F( ID I)

This suffices to prove Goedel's first incompleteness theorem for
ZF (assuming that ZF is consistent). For Goedel's second theorem the
theorem predicate THEO has to satisfy in addition so-called Derivability
conditions ..

(D1) ZF* 1- otheo(IXI) -> otheo(lotheo(IXI)I)

(D2) ZF* 1- otheo(IX -> YI) -> otheo(IX!) -> otheo(IYI)

The first derivability condition is the formalized version of

(R1): if IXI is (the code of) a theorem, then this fact can
actually be proved.

(D2) expresses the provable closure under modus ponens.

In part 5 it will be verified that the reresentability and
derivability conditions actually hold.

7
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Chapter 1

Informal Metamathematics of ZF

Chapter 2

2.1 Presentation £f the theories ZF and ZF* and ~ Description
Qt their Intended Models

The formal system ZF for set theory "ill be the object of
metamathematical investigations in this course; manageable models are
ONE tool for such investigations. That is "hy the intended models for
ZF, segments of the cumulative hierarchy, "ill be described first. Then
the axioms of ZF will be formulated and seen to be true in the intended
models. In the second part of this section, two fundamental properties
of sets are discussed: Extensionality and Well-foundedness. The
remaining axioms of ZF are given in the third part. These axioms
concern the existence of sets. By a model-theoretic argument we will
finally see that the axiom of infinity is independent from the other
axioms of ZF.

2. L 1 The Cumulative Hierarchy

To formulate the axioms for set theory, "e have to rely on an
intuitive understanding of sets or rather an informal analysis of our
set concept. Such an analysis was given by Zermelo in a paper on the
foundations of set theory. (1) For this analysis "e assume to be given a
set of mathematical objects, called urelements. Their collection is
denoted by U. Urelements are not sets. We think of them as individuals
or atoms. That means in particular that they do not have elements. We
assume furthermore that we understand the notion ~set of urelements' or,
more generally, 'subset of a given collection X'. Based on this
understanding, we can form the collection of all subsets of X. The
latter collection is called the power set of X (and is denoted by P(X)).
We can in particular form the power set of U and consider the collection
of all elements in U together with all subsets of U as a new collection
Cl; Cl is the union of U and the power set of U. An extended collection
C2 is obtained from Cl in the same way as Cl was obtained from U. This
step of extending given collections in stages can be iterated.

To describe the transfinite iteration of this step,
third assumption; namely, that we are given an intuitive
ordinals. In particular, we assume that we have an
understanding of the natural numbers. Along the ordinals we

we make a
notion of
intuitive

can define

(1) See Zermelo [16].
foundations of set theory is
problem?" [4].

Another most fascinating article on the
Kurt Goedel' s "What is Cantor's continuum

8



Proof Theory Chapter 2.1.1

operations in a recursive manner, in particular an operation C which
describes the above extension process:

C(O) is U

C(a+1) is the union of C(a) and P(C(a))

C(b) is the union of all C(a),
where a is smaller than b, and b is a limit ordinal.

The universe of sets obtained in this way is called the
cumulative hierarchy ~ the collection of urelements U and for the
given ordinals. The reason for calling the hierarchy cumulative is
this: each step in the iteration yields a proper extension of the
already obtained segment of the hierarchy. These segments of the
hierarchy are usually pictured as a truncated cone· Its bottom
corresponds to the collection of urelements; and slices of it to steps
in the extension process, as illustrated by the following figure:

\ .••.••••• I •••.•••.• /
\ •••••••• 1•••••••• /

\ ••••••• 1 ••••••• /

\ .•.••• I •••.•• /
\ •••.• I ••••• /

\ •••• 1 •••• /

\ ... I ... /
\ •• I •• /

\ •••••••• I ••.•...• /
\ .•••••. I ••.•..• /

\ ••.••• 1 •••••• /

\ ••.•. I ••.•. /
\ •..• I .•.• /

\ ••• 1 ••• /

\ •• 1 .• /

\. I· /
\1/

Starting out with the empty set as the collection of urelements,
one obtains the hierarchy of pure sets. In the future, when we refer to
the cumulative hierarchy without qualification, we always mean the
hierarchy of pure sets. This hierarchy consequently is obtained. by
iterating the 'power set operation' along the given ordinals. You can
prove by induction that, in starting with the empty set, C(a+1) equals
the power set of C(a). (Hint: first prove that for all a: C(a) is a
subset ,of the power set of C(a).)

Zermelo suggested that sets are those mathematical objects which
appear in the cumulative hierarchy. In this way the problem of finding
axioms for a general notion of set is changed to the problem of
formulating the principles underlying the construction of the cumulative
hierarchy. The basic principles are formulated in the axioms of
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory; they are closure conditions that are
satisfied in sufficiently long segments of the hierarchy. In other
words: structures, having appropriate segments of the cumulative
hierarchy as their universe and the membership relation as their only
relation, are the intended models for these axioms-

Remark: Segments of the hierarchy depend on two parameters: the

9



Proof Theory Chapter 2.1.1

collection of urelements and the ordinals along which the power set
operation is iterated. For the actual practice of classical mathematics
one needs only finitely many, say u, iterations of the power set
operation, if one uses the collection of natural numbers as U.
Integers, rationals, reals, and complex numbers together with operations
on them can be introduced in C(n) over the natural numbers. But then,
clearly, all these concepts can be introduced in C(omega + n); thus, for
the development of classical mathematics, it is sufficient to consider
only pure sets.

2.1. 2 Two Fundamental Properties of Sets

The axioms for ZF can be formulated in a formal language which
has just one non-logical predicate symbol: in. Its variables range only
over pure sets. We call this the language of ZF; it will be discussed
in Section 3.1. The language of ZF has only a minimum of formal
apparatus and is, therefore, convenient for metamathematical
investiga tions. For actually developing set theory, however, it is
cumbersome. So we are going to use an extended language, called the
extended language of ZF. It will be described in Chapter 3 how the
extended language can be systematically translated into the language of
ZF.

Sets have two fundamental oroperties: they are extensional and
well-founded. The first property simply means that sets are completely
determined by their elements; no two distinct sets have the same
elements ..

Axiom of Extensionality.

(A y,z)((A x)(x in y <-> x in z) -> Y z)

The axiom of extensionality holds in the cumulative hierarchy, since the
power set operation is extensional.

Look at a simple structure for the basic language of ZF. The
universe consists of six different objects, say a,b,c,d,e,£.. The
membership relation is pictured by this graph:

a-->b<--d

\ I /
\ I /
\1/
c----->c

e

/ \
/ \

/ \
f

The object at the tail of an arrow is a member of the object at

10



Proof Theory Chapter 2.1.2

the head of an arrow· For example: a is an element of b, and d is an
element of b. In this structure the extensionality axiom does NOT hold.
a and d have the same member: namely c; yet they are different objects.

A binary relation R between mathematical objects is called well
founded, if there is NO infinite sequence with the following property:
every element of the sequence is R-related to the prior element of the
sequence. And well-foundedness is the second fundamental property of
sets or, rather, of the membership relation between sets. The relation
depicted above is not well-founded, since c is a member of itself. Such
a situation cannot arise in the cumulative hierarchy_ Every set is
constructed from sets which have been obtained at earlier stages; and
thus, a set cannot be an element of itself.

To put it differently: every set in the cumulative hierarchy has
been obtained by iterating the power set operation along the given
ordinals; and the ordinals are well-founded. Consequently, the
membership relation between sets in the cumulative hierarchy is well
founded. The formal statement of this fact can be derived from the
axiom schema of foundation (as soon as we have defined the requisite
formal notions).

Axiom (schema) of Foundation.

(E x) F(x) -> (E x)(F(x) & (A z)(z in x -> -F(z)))

for all formulas F of the language of set theory.

The formula F may contain additional free variables.
are called parameters.

These variables

The foundation schema expresses that every collection of sets
defined by a formula in the language of ZF contains a minimal set; i.e.,
a set that belongs to the collection, but whose elements do not.
Abusing language a little, we say that every set is well-founded.

By simple logical manipulation one can establish that the
foundation schema is equivalent to an induction principle; it is called
epsilon induction principle, as the induction proceeds along the
membership relation; and this relation is usually denoted by the Greek
letter epsilon.

Lemma 2.1.1. (Epsilon Induction Schema)

(A x)«A z)(z in x -> F(z)) -> F(x)) -> (A x) F(x)

From the foundation schema one can also derive the regularity
lemma. It states: every non-empty set y has an element x, such that x
and y have no common element.

11



Proof Theory Chapter 2.1.2

Lemma 2.1.2. (Regularity Lemma)

(E x)(x in y) -> (E x)(x in y & -(E z)(z in x & z in y))

Conversely, every instance of the foundation schema can be
derived from the regularity lemma together with the other axioms of ZF.
Note that such a result is of interest. It allows us to replace an
infinity of axioms equivalently by a single one· (In contrast: the
replacement schema below cannot be replaced by a single axiom.)

2.1.3 More ZFAxioms

The axioms we discussed in the first part of this section
express two basic properties of sets: their extensionality and well
foundedness. The axioms we are going to formulate now are of quite a
different character. They are existential rather than descriptive and
express that the universe of every model of ZF is closed under certain
operations; (2) namely those operations that are involved in the
construction of the cumulative hierarchy.

To step from one stage of the cumulative hierarchy to the next,
we added all subsets of the already obtained segment of the hierarchy.
So let us first give a formal definition of subset.

Definition. (Subset)

(A x,y)(x subs y <-> (A z)(z in x -> z in y))

The closure of every universe for ZF under the power set
operation is expressed by the power set axiom; the latter ,Q;uarantees
that for every set there is a set containing all its subsets.

Power Set Axiom.

(A x)(E y)(A z)(z in y <-> z subs x)

At successor and limit stages in the construction of the
hierarchy we took unions of already obtained sets. That every universe
for ZF is closed under unions is expressed by the Sum Set Axiom: for
every set x there is a set y containing the elements of the elements of
x.

(2) 'The universe of every model of ZF' will henceforth be
abbreviated 'every universe for ZF'.

12
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Sum Set Axiom.

(A x)(E y)(A z) [z in y <-> (E u)(z in u & u in x)]

Chapter 2.1.3

For the formulation of the third and last existential principle
of ZF it is convenient to use bounded quantifiers and the uniqueness
quantifier. Let us just remind you of their definition.

Definition. (Bounded and Uniqueness quantifiers)

(E z in x) F(z) <-> (E z)(z in x & F(z»

(A z in x) F(z) <-> (A z)(z in x -> F(z»

(E! z) F(z) <-> (E z) (F(z) & (A x) (F(x) -> x = z»

Extensions of ZF by such explicit definitions or definition
schemas are called definitional extensions; the fact that they are
inessential (i. e., conservative and such that every defined symbol is
eliminable) will be proved in Section 3.4· Yet it is easy to
understand why that is so: in a derivation of a statement, formulated in
the basic language of ZF, one simply replaces all abbreviatin~

expressions by their definitions.

The last existential principle of ZF is formulated as an axiom
schema. It is called the axiom schema of replacement or substitution
and states that: replacing every element of a given set by a uniquely
specified set yields a new set. Or equivalently, if we have a function
whose domain is a set, then its range is also a set.

Axiom Schema of Replacement (or Substitution).

(A x)[(A u in x)(A zl,z2)(F(u,zl) & F(u,z2) -> zl = z2)

-> (E y)(A z)( z in y <-> (E u in x) F(u,z»]

for formulas F(u,z) of the language of ZF, which may contain
parameters; but y must NOT occur free in it.

Where is this principle used in the construction of the
cumulative hierarchy ? It is used at limit stages to collect all
segments of the hierarchy constructed before this stage into a single
set; and it is to this set that one applies the union operation.

13
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2.1.4 Some Consequences of the Axioms

Chapter 2.1.4

From the replacement schema one easily derives the separation
schema. It allows us to separate the elements of a set x with a certain
property into a set y; the property is expressed by the formula F. F
may contain parameters, but y must not be among them.

Theorem 2.1.3. (Separation Schema)

(A x)(E y)(A z)(z in y <-> z in x & F(z»

The separation schema in turn implies the existence of the empty
set. It is the extensionality axiom which justifies the use of the
definite article in the last sentence. Capital 0 will be used to denote
the empty set.

Lemma 2.1.4. (Existence of the empty set)

(E! y)(A z)-(z in y)

Derive this lemma as an exercise! Before you start the proof,
recall the following: the three existential principles provide for
conditional existence only: IF such and such sets exist, THEN a certain
other set exists. None of the set-theoretic axioms mentioned un to now
postulates the unconditional existence of sets. So make quite clear to
yourself, WHY the empty set exists unconditionally. The lemma justifies
the following definition.

Definition. (Empty set)

y = 0 <-> (A z)-(z in y)

Abstraction terms name sets given by the separation schema.
Recall that such sets are, by extensionality, uniquely determined. To
be more precise: if there is a set containinl', all elements having the
property F, then the abstraction term denotes that set; if, however,
such a set does not exist, then the empty set is denoted.

Definition. (Abstraction Schema)

y = {x: F(x)} <-> (A x)(x in y <-> F(x»

v (y = 0 & -(E z)(A x)(x in z <-> F(x»)

14
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Thus it is always necessary to prove the existence of the
appropriate set in order to be sure that the abstraction term denotes
the intended one! The power set axiom and the sum set axiom Ruarantee
that the following definitions are correct.

Definition. (Power set and Union)

pow(x) = {y: y subs x}

Un(x) = {y: (E u)(y in u & u in x)}

By the replacement schema, together with the power set axiom,
there is a set containing exactly two given sets: the unordered pair of
the sets x and z.

Lemma 2.1.5. (Existence of pairs)

(A x,z)(E y)(A u)(u in y <-> u = x V u z)

Using the unordered pair one can easily define the singleton x
and the union of x and y; the ordered pair of two sets is given by a
more complicated definition.

Definition. (Pair, Singleton, binary union, ordered pair)

{x,y} = {u: u

{x} {x,x}

x V U = y} (the (unordered) pair of x and y)

(the singleton of x)

x U Y = Un({x,y})

<x,y> {{x},{x,y}}

(the union of x and y)

(the ordered pair of x and y)

Ordered pairs have the following basic property: two ordered
pairs are equal if and only if their components are pairwise equal.

Theorem 2.1.6. (Ordered pair identity)

<x1,x2> <y1,y2> <-> xl = yl & x2 yZ

Prove as an exercise that: x X y = {<zl,zZ>: zl in x & zZ in y}
exists; this set is the so-called Cartesian Product.

15
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2.1.5 Axiom of Infinity

Chapter 2.1.5

The system given by the axioms we described up to now is called
ZF*. The axioms are clearly true in the cumulative hierarchy. After
all, we formulated as axioms only principles that are used in the
construction of the hierarchy. A little later we shall see that they
are true in that part of the hierarchy which is determined by the first
infinite ordinal omega. (Here we mean ordinal in the informal sense!)
The sets which are in C(omega) are called hereditarily finite sets or
briefly: hf-sets. Hf-sets are not only finite, but their elements are
also finite; and so forth: hereditarily so·

Before we convince ourselves that the collection of hf-sets
forms a model for ZF*, let us look at such a set, visualized as a
finitely branching tree.

{ {O}, {{O}}, {{O},{{O},O}} }

{O} {{O} } {{O},{{O},O}}

o {O}

o

{O}

o

{{O},O}

{O}

o

o

We call this tree the epsilon construction tree of the set. The
build-up of every set in the cumulative hierarchy can be visualized in
this way. Clearly, once one goes beyond stage omega, the epsilon
construction tree may be infinitely branching. Yet notice that every
branch in the tree is still finite, because of the well-foundedness of
the epsilon relation.

The collection of hf-sets forms a model for ZF*. Just run
through the axioms: extensionality and foundation clearly hold; the
power and sum set operation yield hf-sets, if they are applied to such
sets. Instances of the replacement schema can be very concretely
pictured, as each element of the set is substituted by an hf-set which
is uniquely specified by the formula F. The resulting collection is an
hf-set.

16
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There is a crucial and foundationally ?roblematic ste? from ZF*
to the full system ZF: the addition of the axiom of infinity. It claims
the existence of a set x containing the em?ty set and which is closed
under a certain successor operation: if y is an element of x, then
y U {y} is also in x. Using the definitions we introduced above, the
axiom can be written in this form:

Axiom of Infinity.

(E x)[O in x & (A Y in x)(y U {y} in x)]

C(omega) is clearly not a model for ZF; it contains infinitely
many sets, yet none of its members IS infinite. The axiom of infinity
is consequently not true in this model. Only for much larger ordinals
ka?pa, is C(kappa) a model of all ZFaxioms. This observation concludes
the model-theoretic proof that the axiom of infinity is independent of
ZF*.

Remark: It is the replacement schema which forces us to iterate the
power set o?eration up to very 'big' cardinals in order to obtain a
model for ZF. If one replaces this schema by the se?aration schema,
then C(omega + omega) is already a model for the resulting system.

EXERCISES:

1. epsilon induction schema and the foundation schema are

equivalent

2. regularity lemma

3. separation schema

4. theorem about ordered pairs

2.2 Set-theoretic Definitions of some Mathematical Notions---
In the first part of this section, we introduce various

mathematical concepts in a definitional extension of ZF*. Special
attention is given to the logical form of the definitions. It turns out
that all 'elementary' concepts can be defined by formulas of a certain
syntactic form. These formulas are 'absolute"; that means, roughly
speaking, they do not change their meaning when one passes from one
segment of the cumulative hierarchy to another.

In the second part of this section,

17
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representations of natural numbers are g;iven~ A few facts concerning;
natural numbers, or rather their set-theoretic representatives, are
proved. Then we formulate conditions relating intuitive number
theoretic and formal set-theoretic notions.

2.2.1 Delta-zero Formulas and Functional Sets

Whether a set-theoretic statement is true or false in a segment
of the cumulative hierarchy depends in general on the length of that
segment. The axiom of infinity for example is false, if one looks at
the segment determined by omega; yet it is true in every segment
determined by an ordinal strictly greater than omega. The power set
axiom is t rue only in segments determined by limit ordinals. The
replacement schema forces us up to inaccessibles. There are, hOvlever,
formulas for which this is not the case; among them are delta-zero
formulas, i. e., those ZF-formulas in which only bounded quantifiers
occur.

The significance of this class of formulas lies in a model
theoretic fact: if a delta-zero formula F is true in the segment of the
cumulative hierarchy determined by a, then it is true in all segments
determined by an ordinal greater than a. The same statement holds if
one replaces "true' by 'false'. Looking at segments of the hierarchy
which are models for ZF or for ZF*, we can conclude that delta-zero
formulas have the same truth-value in all standard models; it is in this
sense that the meaning of delta-zero formulas is absolutely determined.
Absolute formulas do not shift their meaning on us as we move from a
model to an extending model and back again. For the particular case of
ZF* we have: if the delta-zero formula F is true (false) in C(omega),
then it is true (false) in all standard models.

Examples of relations defined hY delta-zero formulas.

Relation.

x subs y

y = Un(x)

x {y,z}

Delta-zero Definition.

(A z in x) z in y

(A u in y)(E z in x) u in z
&

(A z in x) (A u in z) u in y

y in x & z in x & (A u in x) (u y v u = z)

x

x

{y}

<y,z>

x = {y,y}

(E u in x)(E v in x)(u = {y} & v = {y,z} & x = {u,v})

18
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x opl(z) ((E u in z)(E y in u) z = <x,y»
V

(-(E u in z)(E y in u) z = <x,y> & x 0)

y = op2(z) (E u in z)(E x in u) z = <x,y>
V

(-(E u in z)(E x in u) z = <x,y> & x = 0)

Here, opl(z) and op2(z) denote the first and second component of
z, respectively, IF z is an ordered pair. As with abstraction terms, we
let opl(z) and op2(z) denote the empty set, if z is not an ordered pair.
That is why we have the two clauses in the definition of those two
notions.

In general, we want a term to have a denotation for all sets z;
the denotation of a term is an operation on the universe, see below ..
opl and op2 are called projection operations. In order for the above
definition to be delta-zero, it is of course necessary that the formula
x = 0 can be equivalently replaced by a delta-zero formula. So make
clear to yourself that this is possible.

Now we give an (inductive) definition of delta-zero formulas:

Definition. (Delta-zero formulas)

The collection of delta-zero formulas is the smallest collection
X of formulas of the basic language which contains the atomic formulas
and which is closed under these conditions:

(i) if F is in X, then -F is in X;

(ii) if F and G are in X, then F v G is in X;

(iii) if F is in X and vI, v2 are variables,
then (E vI in v2) F is in X.

Remember that the remaining logical connectives, mentioned
implici tly in the informal description of delta-zero formulas, can be
defined in terms of those mentioned in this inductive definition ..

We define now some familiar notions which are related to the
concept of a function.

Definitions.

rel(u) <-> (A z in u)(E x,y)(z = <x,y»

(u is a relation, i.e., a set of ordered pairs)

19
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func(u) <-> rel(u) & (A x,y in u)(op1(x) = op1(y) -> op2(x) = op2(y))

(u is a function, i.e-, a relation such that for any two
ordered pairs in u: if they have the same first component,
then their second components must also be the same)

inj(u) <-> func(u) & (A x,y in u)(op2(x) = op2(y) -> op1(x) = op1(y))

(u is an injective (or 1-1) function, i.e., a function such
that for any two elements of u: if they have the same se
cond component, then their first components must also be
the same)

u(x) = Y <-> <x,y> in u & (A z)«x,z> in u -> z y)
V

[ [(E z in u) (op1 (z) = x) ->

(E z1,z2 in u)(z1 neq z2 & op1(zl) = op1(z2) x) ]
&

Y = 0]

dom(u) = z <-> rel(u) & (A Y in u)(op1(y) in z)
& (A x in z) (E y in u)(op1(y) x)

rng(u) z <-> rel(u) & (A y in u) (op2(y) in z)
& (A x in z) (E y in u) (op2(y) = x)

You may have wondered, why a?plication terms were introduced in
such a complicated manner. The reason is that we want to treat them
logically in the same way as the genuine terms of the language. To
achieve this, the functional set u is extended to an operation: on
dom(u) it has the same values as u; on the rest of the universe its
value is the empty set.

The main point in presenting these familiar definitions is this:
the defining formulas can easily be rewritten as delta-zero formulas.
Take the definition of a relation; it can be rewritten as follows:

rel(u) <-> (A z in u)(E z1,z2 in z)(E x in z1)(E y in z2)
(z1 = {x} & z2 = {x,y} & z = {z1,z2})

Functions are thus defined as sets with special properties.
This formal set theoretic notion has to be carefully distinguished from
the informal concept of a function. To stress this difference we call
functions in the latter sense operations, and functions in the former
sense sometimes functional sets- For some operations one can prove in

20
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ZF or ZF* appropriate existence and uniqueness conditions and introduce
a function symbol in a conservative extension of ZF or ZF*. We say
briefly: one introduces an operation in ZF or ZF*. We introduced a
number of operations in ZF*: the power set operation, the sum set
operation, the pairing and projection operations. They are defined for
ALL sets, whereas functions are only defined on their domain (which is a
particular set).

Using some of the newly defined concepts, we can formulate a
consequence of the replacement schema; we call it Replacement Lemma. It
will be an important tool for constructing functional sets in the next
section. It allows us in particular to 'reverse' what was done in the
definition of application terms: restrict an operation f to a set x and
obtain a functional set with domain x.

Lemma 2.2.1. (Replacement Lemma)

(A x) [ (A u in x) (E! z) F(u,z) ->
(E w)(func(w) & dom(w) = x & (A u in x) F(u,w(u)) ]

For a sketch of the proof, let F satisfy the hypothesis of the
lemma. The conclusion asserts that there is a functional set w with the
following properties:

dom(w) = x and (A u in x) F(u,w(u)).

Let us see, why such a w exists. The hypothesis of the lemma imolies
that of the replacement schema. Consequently, there is a set y for
which this equivalence is derivable:

(A z)(z in y <-> (E u)(u in x & F(u,z)))

As the Cartesian product of two sets is a set, the separation schema
guarantees that the abstraction term

{z: z in x X y & (E zl,z2)(z = <zl,z2> & F(zl,z2))}

denotes a set. It is not difficult to see that this set can be used as
w in the lemma.

2.2.2 Set-theoretic Numerals

Up to now, only GENERAL mathematical concepts were formulated in
set theory. We are going to define presently set theoretic
representatives for natural numbers; the latter are constructed from
zero by the successor operation.. To obtain sets representing natural
numbers, one associates a particular set with zero and a set theoretic
operation with the successor operation. The sets determined in this way
are called Set theoretic Numerals.
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There are two well-known representations due to Zermelo and von
Neumann, respectively. In both cases, the empty set is associated with
zero. Zermelo chose:

x* {x}

as the set theoretic successor operation. Starting out with the empty
set, one obtains successively these sets:

0, {a}, {{a}}, {{{O}}}, •••

Their epsilon construction tree is very simple: just a path. A numeral
contains exactly one element: its predecessorft ViewinlS the successor
operation as a relation, it coincides with the epsilon relation between
numerals:

x R* Y <-> X in y •

A different set theoretic successor operation was introduced by
von Neumann:

x' = x U {x}.

Starting out again with the empty set, one obtains successively these
sets:

0, {a}, {O,{O}}, {O,{O},{O,{O}}}" ••

Their epsilon construction trees are more complicated: genuinely
branching trees (and not just paths as in the case of Zermelo-numerals).
Notice that a numeral contains ALL its predecessors as elements; thus,
the 'less than relation' coincides with the epsilon relation between von
Neumann-numerals:

x < Y <-> X in y •

These definitions were actually used by von Neumann to obtain
representatives for ORDINALS and to develop their theory independently
of a theory of ordered sets. The numerals are obtained as the FINITE
ORDINALS; and it is this notion we are going to make explicit in ZF*.

Definition. (Transitive, ordinal)

trans(x) <-> (A y in x) y subs x

ord(x) <-> trans(x) & (A Y in x) trans(y)

A set x is transitive, if each element of x is a subset of x·
An ordinal is a transitive set x, all of whose elements are transitive
As an exercise you will show that an ordinal x is well ordered by the
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epsilon relation. The empty set is clearly an ordinal; the successor of
an ordinal is also an ordinal. Ordinals, which are different from the
empty set and 'Yhich are not successors, are called limit ordinals. Thus
numerals can be defined as ordinals, which neither are nor contain limit
ordinals. To put it differently: an ordinal is a numeral, if it and all
smaller ordinals are either zero or successors.

Definition. (Limit ordinal, natural number)

lim(x) <-> ord(x) & x neq 0 & (A y in x)(E z in x) y = z

nat (x) <-> ord(x) & -lim(x) & (A y in x) -lim(y)

In ZF* one cannot prove that there are limit ordinals. It is
the axiom of infinity which postulates the existence of at least one·

If a set x can be mapped 1-1 onto a numeral, the set is called
FINITE:

Definition. (Finite)

fin(x) <-> (E v) (inj(v) & dom(v) = x & (E y)(nat(y) & rn~(v) =y))

Now it is easy to prove that numerals are exactly the finite
ordinals. And you will be asked to do this as an exercise.

Lemma 2.2.2. (Natural number)

nat (x) <-> ord(x) & fin(x)

For convenience we introduce special sorts of variables for
ordinals and numerals: 8, b, C,.... range over ordinals; k, 1, m, ....
range over numerals.. Quantification over these sorts is made possible
by the following abbreviations:

(A a) F(a) <-> (A x)(ord(x) -> F(x))

(E a) F(a) <-> (E x)(ord(x) & F(x)) .

(A m) F(m) <-> (A x) (nat(x) -> F(x))

(E m) F(m) <-> (E x) (nat (x) & F(x))

Having introduced so many elementary
emphasize the MAIN POINT: all of them can be
formulas. Thus, in particular, 'ordinal' and
notions ..
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2.2.3 Representability

Chapter 2.2.3

In the extended language of set theory we can formulate and
prove some 'NUMBER THEORETIC' FACTS:

(i) m' neq 0

(ii) l' = m' -> 1 = m

(iii) 1 mvl<mvm<l

(iv) 1 < m -> l' < m'

(v) (least number principle)
(E 1) F(l) -> (E 1)( F(l) & (A m)(m < 1 -> -F(rn)) )

(vi) (less induction principle)
(A 1)( (A rn)(m < 1 -> F(m)) -> F(l) ) -> (A 1) F(l)

(iii) expresses that the numerals are linearly ordered; (iv)
that the order relation is compatible with the successor operation.
From the foundation schema one obtains easily the least number
principle. And from this principle one derives in turn the 'less
induction principle' in exactly the same way, in which one infers the
epsilon induction principle from the foundation schema.

The set theoretic statements can be understood as genuine number
theoretic statements: they can be interpreted directly in the structure
with the natural numbers as its universe. And the number theoretic
facts listed above are clearly true. On the other hand, we can
associate with certain number theoretic statements F an obvious
translation into the language of set theory and raise a number of
questions:

Is there a 'systematic' connection between (simple) number
theoretic statements F and their translation, tr(F) ?

Does the truth of F imply that tr(F) is provable in ZF~

Does the falsity of F imply that tr(F) is refutable in ZF (i.e.,
-tr(F) is provable in ZF) ?

For 'simple' number theoretic statements we will obtain a
positive answer at the end of the next section; and for this positive
result we can even replace 'provability in ZF' by 'provability in ZF*'.
To formulate these questions more sharply we assume that the
METALANGUAGE, in which the syntax of ZF and ZF* is described, includes
the language of number theory. It contains in particular:

Variables: K, L, M, ••• (ranging over natural numbers)

Constant: 0,
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Operation symbols: sue, +, x,

Relation symbols: equal, less.

Chapter 2.2.3

As to syntactic notions concerning ZF and ZF* , it contains the
THEOREM predicates ZF 1- and ZF* 1- for the two theories. Using a
metamathematical coding function / /, defined recursively by:

/0/ equals 0

/suc(M)/ equals /M/' ,

we can associate with each natural number 'its' numeral, i.e~, a closed
ZF-term denoting the numeral. The above questions concerning truth and
provability are now formulated as so-called representability conditions;
here are two examples:

For sue:

If L equals suc(M) then ZF* 1- /L/ /M/'

If L is different from suc(M) then ZF* 1- /L/ neq /M/'

For less:

If L is less than M then ZF* 1- /L/ < /M/

If L is not less than M then ZF* 1- -(lL/ < /M/)

It is not difficult to convince oneself by induction on natural numbers
that these implications are actually true. We restricted ourselves to
atomic number theoretic statements and formulated representability
conditions for an operation and a predicate.. Yet operations can be
recaptured from their graphs; so we have to consider only predicates in
a general formulation of representability conditions.

Definition. (Representable)

A number theoretic
Representable in ZF* by the set
hold:

predicate P is called (completely)
theoretic predicate 01', if (i) and (ii)

(i) If P(Ml, .•. ,Mn) then ZF* 1- op(lMl/, •.• ,/Mn/)

(ii) If not P(Ml, •.• ,Mn) then ZF* 1- - op(/Ml/, .•. ,/Mn/)

In the above examples of representability conditions we blurred
the first step in relating number theoretic statements to set theoretic
ones: namely to find EXPLICITLY given set theoretic concepts
corresponding to the number theoretic ones. And this is non-trivial, as
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soon as one considers RECURSIVELY DEFINED number theoretic functions and
predicates; e.g., ADDITION, which is defined by these equations:

M + ° = M

M + suc(N) suc(M + N)

or more formally by these (using the prefix F instead of the infix +):

F(M,O) = M

F(M, suc(N» suc(F(M,N) )

The general schema for defining a number theoretic function F PRIMITIVE
RECURSIVELY from already given functions G and H is given by these two
equations:

F(Ll, ••• ,Ln,O) G(Ll, .•• ,Ln)

F(Ll, •.• ,Ln,suc(M» H(Ll, ••• ,Ln,M,F(Ll, ••. ,Ln,M»

Assume nOw that G and H are already representable in ZF*; can one prove
that F is REPRESENTABLE ? That is the question which will be answered
positively by the considerations in the next section.

EXERCISES:

Concerning transitive sets:

l.trans(x) & x neq 0 -> 0 in x

2.trans(x) &y subs X -> trans(x U {y})

3.trans(x) -> trans(x')

Concerning ordinals:

1.(A y in x)(ord(x) -> ord(y»

2.ordinal induction

3.ord(x) <-> (A y,z in x)(y neq z -> y in z v z in y)

4.(A x)( (x subs a & x neq 0) ->
(E y in x)(A z in x)(z neq y -> Y in z) )

Concerning numerals:

1.nat(O) & (A m) nat(m')

2.formulate and prove: there are no infinite descending
epsilon sequences
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2.3 Sigma Recursion and Delta Induction

Chapter 2.3

In the previous section the logical form of some elementary
mathematical concepts was analyzed; and it was shown that all of them
can be introduced by delta-zero formulas in a definitional extension of
ZF*. Here we are going to see that notions whic.h seem to require a
recursive or inductive definition can also be made explicit in ZF*; at
least as long as the defining conditions are of a restricted syntactic
form! The proof of this metamathematical result requires genuine set
theoretic work.

We shall proceed in several steps. First of all, course of
value recursion on numerals will be discussed. To generalize this type
of recursion to all sets, an operation tc is introduced associating with
every set its transitive closure. (The transitive closure of a set x is
the smallest transitive set containing X; hence it consists exactly of
those sets which are used in the build-up of x.) The operation tc allows
uS to define an extended epsilon induction principle: in the induction
step at x one may assume that the induction claim holds for all elements
of the transitive closure of x (not only for the elements of x). This
'epsilon tree induction principle' will be the crucial tool for the
proof of the main result ·concerning sigma recursion and delta induction ..

2.3.1 Course of Value Recursion and Epsilon Trees

Recall the definition schema for primitive recursion on natural
numbers:

F(N1, ••• ,Nk,O) = G(N1, •.• ,Nk)

F(N1, ••• ,Nk,suc(M)) = H(N1, ..• ,Nk,M,F(N1, ••• ,Nk,M))

It can be easily FORMULATED for numerals in set theory; namely thus:

f(n1, •.• ,nk,O) g(n1, ••• ,nk)

f(n1, ••• ,nk,m') = h(n1, •.• ,nk,m,f(n1, ... ,nk,m))

The question is, however, whether f can be EXPLICITLY DEFINED in the
language of ZF such that these equations are provable in ZF*; for an
answer, we look at another form of recursion, so-called Course of Value
Recursion. Here one may use the value of f at all predecessors of m in
order to determine the value of f at m. A numeral contains all its
predecessors as elements; so we can express the schema of course of
value recursion in this way:

f(n1, ••. ,nk,m) = h(n1, ••. ,nk,m,{<k,f(n1, ..• ,nk,k»: k in m})

Note that the abstraction term in this equation CODES the COURSE OF
VALUE of the operation f for all numerals less than m. (Note also that
one can easily obtain the schema for primitive recursion from the
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above.) The reason for this simple coding is this: a numeral contains
all sets which are used in its build-up as elements. Let us look at the
construction tree of the set theoretic numeral representing the natural
number three: (notice that all sets occurring in the tree are elements
of the numeral)

{O,{O},{O,{O}}}

o {O} {O,{O}}

o o {O}

o

We call any set z which is used in the build-up of x an epsilon
predecessor of x or simply a predecessor. Clearly, not every set
contains all its predecessors as elements. For example the set {{O}}
does not: the empty set is not one of its elements, yet 0 occurs in its
epsilon tree. A more striking example can be given, if the axiom of
infinity is assumed. Let w (omega) be the first infinite ordinal and
consider the the set with {O} and {w} as its only elements.

{{O},{w}}

{o} {w}

o w

o {O} {O,{O}}

The infinitely many numerals which are different from {O} are
not elements of the finite set we started with, but they are epsilon
predessors of it.

We will show that one can associate with every set x the set of
all its predecessors; this set will be called the transitive closure of
x and is denoted by tc (x).' Assuming for a moment that we have shown
this, it is easy to formulate a schema for recursion on epsilon trees:
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Epsilon Tree Recursion

Chapter 2.3.1

f(x1, ••• ,xk,y) h(x1, ••• ,xk,y,{<z,f(x1, ••• ,xk,z» z in tc(y)})

That means: for the definition of f at y one can use the values
of f at arbitrary epsilon predecessors of y. The schema for course of
value recursion on numerals is obtained from this schema very easily, as
the transitive closure of a transitive set y is y itself (and numerals
are transitive).

It is not possible to define all such functions f explicitly in
ZF*; but as we shall see there is one sufficient condition: namely, that
h can be defined by a sigma formula. This syntactic notion is a~ain

given by induction:

Definition. (Sigma formulas)

The collection of sigma formulas is the smallest collection X of
formulas which contains the delta-zero formulas and is closed under
disjunction, conjunction, and bounded quantification; furthermore it
satisfies this closure condition:

(i) if F is in X and v is a variable, then (E v) F is in X.

2.3.2
Induction

Existence of the Transitive Closure and Epsilon Tree

To define the transitive closure of a set x, we simply describe
the elements occurring in its epsilon tree· We will do this nm,
informally. Visualize the epsilon construction tree x ! From its top
node one reaches every node in a finite number of steps; furthermore:
because of the well-foundedness of sets, every branch of the epsilon
tree has to be finite. So let us try to describe the transitive closure
by:

z is in the epsilon tree y of x IFF there is a function v with
finite domain, coding the branch from x to z·

The informal description can be expressed by a ZF-formula, namely

A(x,y) <-> (A z in y)(E v)(E n)(func(v) & dom(v) = n' &
v(O) = z & v(n) in x &

(A i in n)(v(i) in v(i')) ).

But this formula does not yet characterize ALL elements of the epsilon
tree: it is satisfied by EVERY set of sets occurring in the tree. To
amend this definition we add two clauses: expressing that y contains x
AND that y is transitive.
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B(x,y) <-> trans(y) & x subs y & A(x,y)

Chapter 2.3.2

According to our informal description, the (formally defined) transitive
closure HAS to satisfy these conditions· To see that this is the proper
set theoretic definition, we are going to show:

Theorem 2.3.1. (Existence of the transitive closure)

(A x)(E! y) B(x,y)

Proof: The theorem will be proved in two steps. In the FIRST
STEP we assume that B holds for arbitrary x and y and prove, under this
assumption, that y is the smallest transitive set containin~ X; i.e.:

(1) (A x,y)(B(x,y) -> (A z)(trans(z) & x subs z -> y subs z»

Proof of ill: Consider arbitrary x, y, and z·
reformulated in the following equivalent way:

B(x,y) & trans(z) & x subs z -> y subs z

The claim can be

Now let u be any element of y. By definition of B there is a function
v, s.t. v(O) = u & v(n) in x & (A i in n) v(i) in v(i') .

The value of v at n is an element of x· As x is a subset of z, this
line can be inferred:

v(O) = u & v(n) in z & (A i in n) v(i) in v(i') •

z is by hypothesis a transitive set; the value of v at n is an element
of z. Consequently, every element of v(n) is an element of z, in
particular the set determined by v at the immediate predecessor of n·
And so, going down the line (or rather down the branch), one obtains: u
in z. This argument can be carried out formally by induction on
numerals. As u was an arbitrary element of y, we actually proved: y
subs z.

Q.E.D.

In the SECOND STEP we show that for every set x there actually exists a
y such that B(x,y).

(2) (A x) (E y) B(x,y)

Proof of (2): (by epsilon induction)
Consider an arbitrary x; by induction hypothesis we may assume

that for every z in x there is already a y such that B(z,y). Indeed, by
the first step there is EXACTLY ONE Y the 'transitive closure' of z:

(A z in x)(E! y) B(z,y)
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So, we can use the replacement lemma to infer

Chapter 2.3.2

(E w)( func(w) & dom(w) = x & (A z in x) B(z,w(z)) ) ;

w provides the transitive closure for each element of x. The transitive
closure of x itself 'should' be

y xU Un(rng(w)) = xU Un({w(z):z in x}) .

It remains to PROVE that this set actually is the transitive closure of
x or more formally that B(x,y) holds; i.e.:

(i) x subs y

(ii) trans(y)

(iii) (A z in y)(E v,n)( ••••. )

x is clearly a subset of y, and it is not difficult to check that y is
transitive. So (iii) remains to be proved. Let z be an arbitrary
element of y and distinguish cases as to whether z is in x or in
Un(rng(w)). In the first case, define

v = {<O,z>} and n {OJ = 1

In the second case, the argument is a little more complicated. Since x
is the domain of w, we have

(E xl in x) z in w(xl)

Recalling that (A z in x) B(z, w(z)) we have for xl: B(xl,w(xl)) . Hence
z is in the transitive closure of xl. But this means that there is a
function vI with finite domain, coding the branch in the epsilon tree
leading from xl to z:

func(vl), dom(vl) m', vI codes branch from xl to z.

v, defined as vI U {<m',xl>}, codes the branch from x to z; its domain
is m + 2. Since z was arbitrary, claim (iii) has been established.

Q.E.D.

And as this was the last stepping stone in the argument for the
theorem, we actually proved that every set has a unique transitive
closure. The theorem justifies the introduction of a function symbol in
ZF*.

Defining Axiom for tc:

tc(x) = Y <-> B(x,y)
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Let us make one final remark about the logical form of B: B is,
as you can readily see, a SIGMA formula; and this will be important in
the next part of the section. The following facts are proved easily;
they will be quite useful.

Lemma 2.3.2.

(1) tc(x) x U Un({tc(z) z in x})

(2) x in tc({x})"

The next theorem is rather a theorem schema extending the
epsilon induction principle which was formulated for formulas F:

(A x)( (A y in x) F(y) -> F(x) ) -> (A x) F(x)

In the extended induction principle one has a stronger
hypothesis: F holds for all elements of the transitive closure of x and
not only for the elements of x. As the elements of tc(x) are just those
in the epsilon tree of x, we call the extended principle the 'epsilon

" tree induction principle'.

Theorem 2.3.3. (Epsilon tree induction)

For every formula F(x) of the language of ZF, one can prove in
ZF*

(A x)( (A y in tc(x» F(y) -> F(x) ) -> (A x) F(x)

Proof: Let F be a ZF-formula. We want to show in ZF* that epsilon tree
induction holds for F. So assume:

(*) (A x)( (A y in tc(x» F(y) -> F(x) )

as a working premise and prove (A x) F(x); this can be inferred from (A
x) F!(x) (with the second part of the lemma), where by definition

F!(x) <-> (A Y in tc(x» F(y).

Hence, our immediate goal is to establish (A x) F! (x) by 'ordinary'
epsilon induction applied to the formula Fl. It is sufficient to show
this CLAIM

(A x)( (A z in x) F!(z) -> F!(x) ).

For the proof (of the claim) consider an arbitrary x; using the
definition of F! we get the (induction) hypothesis:

(A z in x) (A y in tc(z» F(y).
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From this and (*) infer:

(A z in x) F(z) & (A z in x)(A y in tc(z» F(y)

which implies:

(A y) (y in x U Un({tc(z) : z in x}) -> F(y».

By the first part of the above lemma conclude now:

(A y in tc(x» F(y).

Chapter 2.3.2

But this formula IS F!(x). As x was arbitrary the claim is established.
By epsilon induction one can infer: (A x) F!(x). Thus. the theorem
concerning the epsilon tree induction principle has been proved.

Q.E.D.

Finally. we have available all the technical tools to tackle the
problem we started out with: to make explicit recursively defined
functions

f(nl ••••• nk.m) h(nl, •.. ,nk.m.{<k.f(nl, •.•• nk.k»: k in m}).

We remarked already above that we want to consider a restricted class of
functions h; namely those which are definable by a sigma formula.

Definition.

(i) h is a Sigma Function (symbol of ZF*) iff h can be
introduced in a definitional extension of ZF* by a sigma formula

(ii) f. given by the schema for course of value recursion, is
called a Sigma Recursive Function (symbol) iff h is a sigma function
symbol

Our aim can now be formulated in a precise manner: functions
which are defined by sigma recursion can be introduced in ZF*.

2.3.3 Sigma Recursion

This is the metamathematical theorem we want to prove:

SIGMA RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS CAN BE MADE EXPLICIT IN ZF*.

or to formulate it a little more conventionally:
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Theorem 2.3.4. (Sigma recursion)

If h is a ternary sigma function, then one can introduce a (new)
binary sigma function f in ZF* such that

ZF* 1- f(x,y) = h(x,y,{<z,f(x,z» z in tc(y)})

Notice that for the sake of notational simplicity f has only one
parameter. But before beginning the proof of the theorem let us make
some remarks. First of all, recall one basic distinction: the
distinction between a function symbol which has been introduced in ZF*
and a functional set which is an object in every model of ZF*. Keeping
this distinction in mind let us now look back at the proof of the
existence condition for the transitive closure. From (A z in x)(E! y)
B(z,y) we inferred with the replacement lemma (E v) (func(v) & dom(v) = x
& (A z in x) B(z,v(z))) and defined:

y = x U Un(rng(v)) = x U Un({v(z):z in x}).

Recall also that tc(x) = x U Un({tc(z): z in x}) and that tc was
introduced by B. Thus we observe that v and tc have the same values on
the set x. We say: the functional set v approximates the operation tc.
And this is actually the main idea of the proof: to describe explicitly
functional sets v which approximate the sigma recursive function f. It
is roughly expressed by this ZF-formula:

f(x,y) = z <-> (E v) (func(v) & dom(v) tc (y) &

(A u in tc(y)) v(u) = f(x,u) & z = h(x,y,v))

However, this formula cannot be used as an explicit definition
of f: f itself occurs on the right-hand side of the equivalence. But
this can easily be remedied! Instead of saying that v and f have the
same values on the transitive closure of y, we say: v satisfies the
recursion conditions on its domain; i.e., v(u) = h(x,u,v\tc(u)) for all
u in tc(y). Having formulated the main idea we can give the proof of
the theorem in a nutshell.
DEFINE:

r(x,y,z,v) <-> func(v) & dom(v) = tc(y) &

(A u in tc(y)) v(u) = h(x,u,v\tc(u)) & z = h(x,y,v)

This formula expresses that the functional set v approximates f on the
transitive closure of y. Notice that r is defined by a sigma formula.
To use r as the defining condition for an operation, we have to PROVE in
ZF* that it is functional; i.e.,

(*) (A x,y)(E! z)(E! v) r(x,y,z,v).
Having done this, one can INTRODUCE f by the defining axiom
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f(x,y) = Z <-> r(x,y,z,v).

Chapter 2.3.3

For each specific x, y the approximating functional set v is uniquely
determined; by epsilon tree induction one sees that the set {<z,f(x,z»
: z in tc(y)} is v. So we can DERIVE the recursion equation

f(x,y) = h(x,y,{<z,f(x,z» : z in tc(y)}).

HENCE: we have the theorem, as f is certainly a sigma function. The
proof of the theorem is complete if only we can prove (*) in ZF*. And
that will be done (as in the proof of the existence of the transitive
closure) in two steps. In the first step we verify the uniqueness:

(1) (A x,y,z,v,zl,vl)(r(x,y,z,v) & r(x,y,zl,vl) -> z = zl & v = vl)

In the SECOND STEP the existence problem will be settled

(2) (A x,y)(E z,v) r(x,y,z,v)

But before taking these steps, let us make a useful observation (yffiich
is an immediate consequence of the definition of r).

OBSERVATION: (A) r(x,y,z,v) & w in tc(y) -> r(x,w,v(w),v\tc(w))

Proof of ill: We consider arbitrary x and prove the universal
statement:

(A y,z,v,zl,vl)(r(x,y,z,v) & r(x,y,zl,vl) -> z = zl & v vl)

by epsilon tree induction. From the induction hypothesis:

(A win tc(y))(E! z)(E! v)r(x,w,z,v)

and the definition of r we can infer:

z = h(x,y,v) & zl = h(x,y,vl).

Thus it is sufficient to prove that v equals vl. But v and vl have (by
assumption) the same domain: tc(y); and by observation (A) and induction
hypothesis we obtain:

(A win tc(y)) v(w) = vl(w).

Q.E.D.

Proof £i (2): (2) is also proved by epsilon tree induction (on y). We
consider arbitrary x and y and assume:

(A win tc(y))(E z,v) r(x,w,z,v)

as induction hypothesis. By (1) we have:

(A win tc(y))(E! z)(E v) r(x,w,z,v)
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lemma, there exists a functional set vi such that

Chapter 2.3.3

func(vl) & dom(vl) = tc(y) & (A w in tc(y))(E v) r(x,w,vl(w),v).

The same argument is used to obtain:

func(vl) & func(v2) & dom(vl) = dom(v2) = tc(y) &
(A win tc(y)) r(x,w,vl(w),v2(w)).

THUS: (*) func(vl) & dom(vl) = tc(y) & (A w in tc(y))r(x,w,vl(w),v2(w)).
To establish (2), it is sufficient to prove
AIM 1: r(x,y,h(x,y,vl),vl) and use, from (*), that vi is a function with
domain tc(y). To establish AIM 1 it suffices (by definition of r) to
prove
AIM 2: (A win tc(y)) vl(w) = h(x,w,vl\tc(w)).

Notice that we obtain from (*) and the definition of r

(A win tc(y)) vl(w) = h(x,w,v2(w)\tc(w)),

which is almost our second aim. If AIM 3 can be proved we are obviously
done.
AIM 3: (A w in tc(y)) v2(w) = vl\tc(w)

And this will simply be PROVED, instead of being reduced to yet
another . problem. So consider an arbitrary w in tc(y) and a u in tc(w)
(which is certainly also in tc(y)). We have these (*)-consequences:

r(x,w,vl(w),v2(w)),
and r(x,u,vl(u),v2(u)).

The first (*)-consequence implies in particular that dom(v2(w))
u is in tc(w). Thus observation (A) can be used to infer:

r(x,u,v2(w)(u),v2(w)\tc(u)).

tc (w) ;

From this and the second (*)-consequence we obtain (by the first step)

vl(u) = v2(w)(u).

And this proves AIM 3; the functional sets v2(w) and vl\tc(w) have the
same domain (tc(w)!) and by the foregoing the same values on that
domain.

Q.E.D.

Having given the missing 'details' of the nutshell-proof, the
sigma recursion teorem has been established.
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Delta Induction

Chapter 2·3.4

The sigma recursion theorem will now be used to show that delta
inductive relations can be defined explicitly in ZF*. So we first
explain what an inductive definition of a relation r is: let q be an
already given relation; r IS DEFINED INDUCTIVELY FROM q if this
equivalence can be proved in ZF*:

r(xl, •• ,xk,y) <-> q(xl, •. ,xk,y,{z : r(xl, •• ,xk,z) & z in tc(y)})

We want to show that the relation r can be introduced in ZF*, such that
this equivalence is provable, if q is defined in a special way. To
describe this 'special way', some more syntactic notions are needed.

Definition.

The collection of PI FORMULAS is the smallest collection X of
formulas which contains the delta zero formulas and is closed under
disjunction, conjunction, and bounded quantification; furthermore it
satisfies this closure condition:

(i) if F is in X and v is a variable, then (A v) F is in X.

q is a DELTA RELATION SYMBOL (of ZF*) iff q can be introduced in
a definitional extension of ZF* by a sigma formula Fl and by a pi
formula F2; thus in particular:

ZF* 1- Fl <-> F2

r, defined inductively from q, is called a DELTA INDUCTIVE
RELATION (symbol) iff q is a delta relation symbol

Pi formulas are 'dual' to sigma formulas: the negation of a pi
formula is equivalent to a sigma formula and vice versa· And that is
what we want to show:

Delta inductive relations can be introduced in a
definitional extension of ZF*

So, we are going to establish this metatheorem.

Theorem 2.3.5. (Delta induction)

If q is a ternary delta relation, then one can introduce a (new)
binary delta relation symbol r in a definitional extension of ZF*, s.t.

ZF* 1- r(x,y) <-> q(x,y,{z : r(x,z) & z in tc(y)})
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Proof: For the proof of this theorem we introduce the characteristic
function g for the delta predicate q satisfying

(g(x,y,v)
(g(x,y,v) =

o v g(x,y,v) = 1) &
1 <-> func(v) & q(x,y,{z : v(x,z) = 1 & z in tc(y)})

Notice that g is a sigma function; hence we can introduce a function f
by sigma recursion using g:

f(x,y) g(x,y,{<z,f(x,z» z in tc(y)})

f is a characteristic function as g is one. Let r be the predicate
whose characteristic function f is! That means r is defined in this way:

r(x,y) <-> f(x,y) = 1
<-> f(x,y) neq 0

Thus r is a delta predicate, and ZF* proves the defining equivalenece.

Q.E.D.

In the last part of the
relation with a sigma function as
to be delta and not just sigma.
lemma can be proved.

Lemma 2.3.6.

argument a little trick was used: a
its characteristic function was shown

As a matter of fact, the following

Let f be a sigma function; the relation r defined by

r(x1, ••. ,xk,y) <-> f(x1, .•. ,xk)

is a delta relation.

= y

Just notice, how to obtain a pi definition for f from its
original definition by a sigma formula F:

f(x1, •.• ,xk) = y <-> F(x1, .•• ,xk,y) <->

-(E z) [F(x1, ••• ,xk,y) & z neq y)].

This lemma allows us to extend the delta induction theorem in a way
which will be very useful later on.

Call a formula a sigma* formula if it is built up like a sigma
formula, except that bounded quantifiers of this form are allowed:

(A x in tc(y)) F(x) and (E x in tc(y)) F(x).

Defining PI*
RELATION is.

FORMULAs in a similar way it is clear what
And to come finally to the point:
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Delta* inductive relations can be
made explicit in ZF*.

And that can be done easily. Recall the logical facts:

F(t) <-> (E z)( z = t & F(z) )

F(t) <-> (A z)( z = t -> F(z) )

Chapter 2.3.4

and observe that a delta* relation is actually a delta relation.

EXERCISES:

1. trans(x) & func(v) & dom(v)
& v(n) in x -> v(O) in x

n' & (A k in n) v(k) in v(k')

2. func(v) & dom(v) = n -> func(v U {<n,x>}) & dom(v U {<n,x>}) = n'

3. func(u) & func(v) & dom(u) = dom(v) & (A x in dom(u)) u(x) = vex) ->
u = V

4. tc(x) xU Un({tc(z) z in x})
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Chapter 1.

Informal syntactical analysis of ZF and ZF*

Chapter 3

In chapter 2, we presented Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory in an
informal way, using defined notions which are not part of the basic
language for ZF. In this chapter, we will show how to present ZF as a
first-order theory in the basic language BL. Then, in the next chapter,
we will introduce the formal metatheory TEM and show how to define the
syntactic notions of ZF within that theory.

In this chapter, we will first show how to present ZF as a
first-order theory in the basic language BL, which has only one non
logical predicate symbol: in, and one logical predicate symbol: -. Then
we will extend that theory to a definitional extension, which contains
constant symbols, function symbols and additional predicate symbols for
notions that are definable in ZF. Here, the important fact is that the
extended system and ZF prove the same sentences in the basic language,
which means that the definitional extension of ZF is a conservative
extension of ZF. Definitional extensions are also inessential in the
sense that every new symbol is eliminable: that is, for every formula F
in the extended language, there is a logically equivalent formula F' in
the basic language, and the equivalence is provable in the definitional
extension ..

We first present the basic language for ZF, then a natural
deduction system (the basic calculus) with introduction and elimination
rules for the connectives and the quantifier symbol 'E' in the basic
language and axioms for the equality relation. Then we extend the basic
calculus with rules for additional connectives. Thereafter, we show
that the extension is inessential. Finally, we present the language FOL
which we use to define definitional extensions of the basic language.

More specifically, this chapter is divided into five parts:

In part 1, we present the basic language BL for ZF and define
the fundamental syntactic notions of BL.

In part 2, we present a natural deduction system (the basic
calculus) with introduction and elimination rules for the connectives
and the quantifier symbol 'E' in the basic language and axioms for the
equality relation.

In part 3, we then extend the basic calculus with rules for
logical symbols which are definable in the basic language.

Then we show in part 4 that the extension is inessential in the
sense that: if a formula F is provable in the extended calculus, a
logically equivalent formula is provable in the basic calculus.
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Finally. we present the language FOL which we use to define
definitional extensions of the basic language (Sections 5-7).

3.1 The Basic Language

The Basic Language BL has the following symbols:

(I) LOGICAL SYMBOLS:

(a) individual variables

(i) an infinite sequence of variables: vO, vI, v2, ... ,vn, ...

(where 'vo' denotes the n'th variable)

(b) logical constants

(ii) the negation symbol - the disjunction symbol v and the

existential quantifier symbol E,

(iii) the equality relation symbol: = ,

(II) NON-LOGICAL SYMBOLS:

(iv) a non-logical binary relation symbol: in

Note that '=' is considered a logical symbol.

We use the symbols x, y, xl, •.• for arbitrary variables in BL.

A
(in BL).
the class

string of symbols from Group (i}-(iv) is called an expression
Below, we define some important classes of expressions; namely
of terms and the class of formulas in BL.

The terms of the basic language are just the variables (since BL
has no function symbols). Atomic formulas (in BL) are all formulas of
the form: =xy and inxy, where x and yare terms (variables).

Formulas (in BL) are then defined inductively as follows:

(i) an atomic formula is a formula;

(ii) if F is a formula, then -F is a formula;

(iii) if Fl and F2 are formulas, then vFlF2 is a formula;

(iv) if F is a formula and x is a variable, then ExF is a
formula;
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(v) an expression is a formula, only if this follows from
clauses (i)-(iv).

In other words, the class of formulas is the smallest class of
expressions containing the atomic formulas and closed under clauses
(ii)-(iv). Hence, an expression is a formula, only if it can be
obtained from atomic formulas in a finite number of steps using clauses
(ii)-(iv). It should be intuitively obvious that BL satisfies the so
called unique readability condition, Le., every formula is built up
from atomic formulas, sentential connectives and Quantifiers (i.e ..
expressions of the form Ex) in a unique way, and so that ~7e can
determine the formulas and symbols used in the construction of a formula
from the formula itself. (1)

Our formulas are written in Polish notation, i .. e .. , they contain
no parentheses and the logical constants and the non-logical predicate
'in' precede the formulas and terms that they are applied to· For
convenience, we will use the following abbreviations:

Infix notation for the predicate symbols, i.e.:

x = y and x in y, instead of =xy and inxy.

Similarly, we will use infix notation for the disjunction of two
formulas, and write: Fl v F2 instead of vFIF2.

We will also use parentheses for grouping.

EXAMPLES:

We write: (E x)(Fl v F2) for: ExvFIF2

(-Fl v F2) v (F3 v -(E y) F4) for: vv-FIF2vF3-EyF4.

Our formal definition of a formula remains the same; and we use
these abbreviations only to make the formulas readable.

The reason for using Polish notation in our formal definition of
formulas is that we are later going to give a formal theory, namely, the
metatheory TEM, for our syntactic notions; and for that purpose, it is
very useful to have formulas of such a simple form.

An occurrence of a variable x in the formula F is bound in F, if
it occurs in a part of F of the form ExFl; otherwise, it is free in F.
We say that x is bound (free) in F, if some occurrence of x is bound
(free) in F. Note that x may be both free and bound in F. A formula
with no free variables is called a sentence.

When we replace a variable x in a formula G by a term t, it may

(1) For a proof of this result, see Shoenfield, Mathematical
Logic, Section 2.4.
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happen that some variable in t becomes bound by a quantifier in G. Thus,
for instance, if we replace x by y in the formula (E y)(y = x) we obtain
(E y)(y = y). Notice how the new occurrence of y in the formula becomes
bound by the quantifier (E y). We say that the occurrence is cantured by
the quantifier.

The following definition of substitution is formulated so as to
avoid the capture of free variables.

The result G(t/x) of substituting t for x in G is obtained by
performing the following operations in sequence:

(1) RENAME every bound variable in G that occurs in t,

(so that no variable in t becomes bound in G(t/x)).

(2) REPLACE every free occurence of x in G by t·

Thus, the result of substituting x by y in (E y)(y
(E z)(z = y); i.e. (E y)(y = x) (y/x) is (E z)(z = y).

x) is

BL has just two sentential connectives: and v. The
connectives: &, -> and <-> are all definable from - and v as follows:

For formulas F1 and F2, the following equivalences are provable
in first-order logic:

F1 & F2 <--> -(-F1 v -F2)

F1 -> F2 <--> -F1 v F2

F1 <-> F2 <--> -(-(-F1 v F2) v (-F2 v F1))

(A x) F <--> -(E x)-F

For convenience, we introduce an extension of BL which contains
these additional connectives. The language L is obtained from BL by
adding the symbols: &, ->, <->, A (where A is the universal quantifier
symbol). An expression is a formula in 1., if and only if it can be
obtained from atomic formulas in a finite number of steps using clauses
(ii)-(vi) below:

(ii)-(iv) as in the definition of formulas in BL;

(v) if F1 and F2 are formulas, then &F1F2, ->F1F2 and <->F1F2
are formulas;

(vi) if F is a formula and x is a variable, then AxF is a
formula.

We call L the language of ZF; a formula of L a ZF-formula.
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The basic (logical) calculus is a natural deduction system with
introduction and elimination rules for each of the symbols: -, V and E,
and axioms for the equality relation. The Basic Calculus is a system
for classical first-order logic, and it is equivalent to any other
system for first-order logic in the same language, for example a
Hilbert-type system (i.e., a system with modus ponens and universal
generalization as its only rules of inference).

Now we are going to describe the rules (and the implicit concept
of a derivation) in greater detail.

RULES FOR NEGATION:

(-I)

Negation
Introduction

{G}

(-E)

Negation
Elimination

(--E)

Double Negation
Elimination

II

-G

G

II

-G --G

G

The 'number sign' II (sharp) stands for the logically false
sentence: (E xl-ex = x).

The rules are to be understood as follows.

Negation Introduction rule: If we have a derivation (indicated by dots)
of d (and hence of a contradiction) from the assumption G, we may infer
-G and cancel (or close) the assumption G.

The cancellation of an assumption is marked by puttinf; curly
brackets around it.

This rule can be applied to any tree, which contains a branch of
the described form. The same is true for all other rules of this type.

Negation Elimination rule: From G and -G we may infer d.

Double Negation Elimination: From --G we may infer G.

The double negation
system for classical logic.
intuitionistic logic.

elimination rule makes our basic calculus a
If we delete that rule, we get a system for
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RULES FOR DISJUNCTION:

Chanter 3.2

(vI)

Disjunction
Introduction

(vE)

Disjunction
Elimination

{G} {H}

G

GvH

H

G v H

G v H

F

F F

Disjunction Introduction rules: From G we may infer G v H, for any
formula H; and from H we may infer G v H, for any G.

Disjunction Elimination rule: If we have derivations of the formula F
from the assumption G as well as from the assumption H, then from G v H
we may infer F and cancel the assumptions G and H.

To formulate the introduction and elimination rules for the
existential quantifier, we need to introduce ambiguous nameS4 Ambiguous
names are used to specify an object which is to satisfy an existentially
quantified formula (rule EE); this object depends, however, on the free
variables and ambiguous names of the existential formula. So, ambiguous
names are not just constants, but rather complex terms which show this
dependency explicitly. Ambiguous nameS are terms of the language BL'
(L') obtained from BL (L) by adding the following non-logical symbols:

(v) For each nand i, an n-ary function symbol Nni.

The new symbols are called N-symbols. O-ary N-symbols are also called
constants. Examples of N-symbols are:

O-place N-symbols:
I-place N-symbols:
2-place N-symbols:

NOO, NOI, N02,
NIO, NIl, N12,
N20, N21, N22,

Terms in BL' (L') are defined by induction as follows:

(i) variables are terms;

(ii) if tl, t2, "', tn are terms, then Nnitlt2 ••• tn is a term,
for each i; (in particular, NOi is a term for each i)

(iii) an expression is a term, only if this follows from clauses
(i)-(ii) •
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Terms obtained by clause (ii) are also called N-terms, and we write
Nni(tl, •• ,tn) as an abbreviation for Nnitl •.• tn·

To formulate the rules, we also need to assume that there is a
fixed or canonical ordering of the terms in the language BL'. One can
define such an ordering in several different ways, and it is not
important which ordering we choose, as long as it satifies reasonable
properties- An example of an acceptable ordering is the lexicographical
ordering of the terms. We will not specify an ordering here, however,
since although the intuitive idea how to define an ordering is simple,
the technical details are rather complex; and the important fact is that
the terms can be ordered, not how they are ordered.

The rules for the existential quantifier are then the familiar
rules of existential generalization and specification.

RULES FOR THE EXISTENTIAL QUANTIFIER:

(EI)

Existential Introduction
G(t/x)

(E x) G

(EE)

Existential Elimination
(E x) G

G(Nki(xl, •.• ,xk)/x)

The use of these rules is restricted by the following conditions:

Existential Introduction: From G(t/x) we may infer (E x) G, provided
that t is NOT an ambiguous name containing x.

Existential Elimination: From (E x) G we may infer G(Nki(xl, ..• ,xk)/x),
if k is the number of free variables that occur in (E x) G, and they all
appear (in their canonical order) as arguments of Nki(xl, ... ,xk), and
the N-symbol Nki is the first k-ary N-symbol which does not occur in the
derivation leading to the premise of the rule.

Equality Axioms

We have the following axiom and axiom schema for equality:

-(E x)-(x = x) (identity axiom)

-(E x,y)-(-(x = y) V -F V F') (substitution schema)

where F' is obtained from F by replacing one or more free occurrences of
x by y.

The last formula stands for an axiom schema; that is, the
infinite collection of axioms that we obtain by varying the formula F.
Since our theory is a first-order theory, and we, therefore, cannot
quantify over formulas, we cannot state this as a single axiom of BL.
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From the identity axiom and the substitution schema Vie can
derive that equality is a transitive and symmetric relation~

In the next section, we will describe the concept of a
derivation in the basic calculus~

A derivation in the basic calculus is a finitely branchin~ tree
(here visualized differently than in the Chapter 2; the branches point
upward!). The.tQE. nodes of a derivation tree are called assumptions.
An assumption is either open or closed, and closed only if it has been
cancelled (or discharged) by an application of a rule in the tree below.
The connection between a node (which is not a top node) and its
immediate predecessors is given by a rule for negation, disjunction, or
existential quantification. The nodes at the roots (bottom) of the tree
are called endformulas. A branch in the tree is a maximal linearly
ordered subset of the tree (hence a branch connects an assumption with
an -endformula).

Only formulas in BL can occur as endformulas and assumptions of
derivations in the basic logical calculus. In intermediate steps we may
have expressions of a slightly more general form, namely: formulas with
ambiguous names, that is, formulas in BL'.

The rules themselves, with the exception of the EE-rule, are
derivation trees. We build up the derivation trees successively by
applying the introduction and elimination rules for -, v and E which are
to be understood as follows:

Rule -I: This rule can be applied to any tree, which contains a
branch of the form of the premise of the rule.

Rule vE: This rule can be applied to any tree, Hhich contains
branches which are derivations of some formula F from some formulas G
and H, respectively.

Remaining rules (-E, --E, vI, EI, EE): These rules can be
applied to any tree, which has a branch or branches ending in formulas
of the form of the premise of the rule in question.

3.3 The Extended Calculus

The extended calculus is obtained from the basic calculus by
adding introduction and elimination rules for the additional logical
constants: &, ->, and A; and and rules defining <-> in terms of & and
->.

Only ZF-formulas can occur as endformulas and assumptions of
derivations in the extended logical calculus. In intermediate steps He
may have expressions of a slightly more general form, namely: formulas
with ambiguous names, i.e., formulas in L'· The additional rules are as
follows:
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(&1)

RULES FOR CONJUNCTION:

(&E)

Chapter 3.3

Conjunction Introduction Conjunet~on Elimination

G H

G & H

G & H

G

RULES FOR IMPLICATION:

G & H

H

(->1)

Implication Introduction

{G}

(->E)

Implication Elimination

H

G -> H

G G -> H

H

RULES FOR THE UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIER:

(AI)

Universal Generalization

G

(A x) G

(AE)

Universal Specification

(A x) G

G(t/x)

The use of these rules is restricted by the following
conditions:

Universal Introduction: From G we may infer (A x) G, provided that x is
NOT FLAGGED in G (i.e., it is NOT the case that: x is free in G and x is
free in an open assumption on which G depends); AND x does NOT occur in
an ambiguous name in G.

Universal Elimination: From (A x) G we may infer G(t/x), where t is any
term in L (or L', if G(t/x) is NOT an endformula of a derivation).

As we shall see later, all these rules can be derived from the
rules of the basic calculus when we replace the new constants by their
definitions in the basic language.

The rules for defining <-> in terms of & and -> are as follows:
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RULES FOR EQUIVALENCE:

«->I)

Equivalence Introduction

(G -> H) & (H -> G)

G <-> H

Chapter 3.3

«->E)

Equivalence Elimination

G <-> H

(G -> H) & (H -> G)

We call these rules the introduction and elimination rules for
equivalence, although they are not proper natural deduction rules, since
other logical constants appear in the formulation of them. If you check
the other introduction and elimination rules, that we have stated, you
will notice that the logical constant, that is being introduced or
eliminated, is the only logical constant appearing in the rules. So,
the introduction and elimination rules for equivalence should be viewed
as definitions of equivalence in terms of implication and conjunction ..

If AL is a finite list or sequence of formulas, and the formula
F of BL has a derivation in the basic calculus, whose open assumptions
are among the elements of the list AL, then we write:

AL 1- F.

AL is referred to as the assumption list.

Similarly, if F is a formula of Land F has a derivation from a
list AL in the extended calculus, then we write:

AL 1-' F.

If Fl, ...... , Fn are the formulas appearin~ in AL, and we want to
specify the formulas appearing in AL, we write [Fl, ..• ,Fn] for the list
AL. [Fl, ••. ,Fn,F(n+l)] is the list obtained from AL by adding the
formula F(n+l).

A derivation from a list of assumptions AL is called a ZF (ZF*)
derivation, if all elements of AL are either equality axioms or axioms
of ZF (or of ZF*, respectively).

We say that ZF (ZF*) proves F, if no ambiguous name occurs in F
and if F has a ZF (ZF*) derivation.

We write:

ZF 1- F, ZF 1-' F, ZF* 1- F and ZF* 1-' F,
respectively.
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Chapter 3.4

As mentioned earlier, the connectives: &, -> and <-> are all
definable from - and v; and the universal quantifier (A x) is definable
from (E x) and - as follows:

For formulas FI and F2. the following equivalences are provable
in the extended calculus:

FI & F2

FI -> F2

FI <-> F2

(A x) F

<-->

<-->

<-->

<-->

-(-FI v -F2)

-FI v F2

-(-(-FI v F2) v -(-F2 v FI»

-(E x)-F

These equivalences suggest how to translate formulas of L into
formulas of the basic language. The translation of L into BL is defined
by induction on formulas in L as follows:

Translation (of b into BL):
For a formula F of L. tr(F) is its translation in BL.

If F is atomic, then tr(F) is F;

If F is -G • then tr(F) is -tr(G);

If F is G v H then tr(F) is tr(G) v tr(H);

If F is G & H then tr(F) is -(-tr(G) v-tr(H»;

If F is G -> H • then tr(F) is -tr(G) v tr(H);

If F is G <-> H • then tr(F) is -( -(-tr(G) v tr(H» v -(-tr(H)
v tr(G» );

If F is (E x)G

If F is (A x)G

then tr(F) is (E x) tr(G);

then tr(F) is -(E x)-tr(G).

We remind you that G v H is an abbreviation for the formula:
vGH; and similarly for the other formulas. The translation of a list of
formulas is given by this definition:

Definition. (tr(AL»

If AL is the assumption list [Fl ••••• Fn], then tr(AL), Le ••
tr([FI ..... Fn]). is [tr(FI) ..... tr(Fn)].
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We can now express why the logical extension of BL to L is
inessential: in the extended system, a formula and its translation are
equivalent; and if a formula F can be proved from assumptions AL in the
extended system, then its translation can be proved from tr(AL) in the
basic system.

Lemma 3.4.1.
For any formula F of L, and any finite list AL of formulas in L:

(a) 1-' F c-> tr(F)

(b) If AL 1-' F then tr(AL) 1- tr(F)

A consequence of this is that if F is a formula, provable in the
extended calculus, then there is a logically equivalent formula, namely
the translation of F, which is provable in the basic calculus.

As a matter of fact, we will see from the proof of (b) that the
derivation in the basic system can be obtained in a systematic way from
the one given in the extended system.

Proof of (a): We prove the first part of the lemma by induction on
formulas of L. That is, we prove the claim first for atomic formulas.
Then we assume that the claim holds for formulas, which contain fewer
logical symbols than F, in particular for the formulas G and H used in
the definition of F, and prove that the claim holds for F as well.

We have 8 cases:

(i) F is atomic

(ii) F is -G

(iii) F is G v H

(iv) F is G & H

(v) F is G -> H

(vi) F is G c-> H

(vii) F is (E x) G

(viii) F is (A x) G

Case (i): If F is atomic, then tr(F) equals F.

So we have to prove: 1-' F C-> F.

The following derivation tree establishes that:
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{F}
-------- (->1)

F -> F

{F}
-------- (->1)

F -> F

Chapter 3.4

-------------------------- (&1)
(F -> F) & (F -> F)

--------------------- «->1)
F <-> F

We write the name of the rule, which we applied to RO from one
level of the tree to the next, to the right of the inference line.
Note, how we applied the implication introduction rule to derive F -> F
from F.

Case (ii): If F is -G, then tr(F) equals -tr(G).

So we have to establish: 1-' -G <-> -tr(G).

B . d t' h th' 1-' G <-> tr (G).Y ln uc lon ypo eS1S:

The following derivation tree establishes that:
1-' -G -> -tr(G).

{tr(G)}

G <-> tr(G)
----------------------------- «->E)

(G -> tr(G» & (tr(G) -> G)
----------------------------- (&E)

tr(G) -> G

{-G}
-------------------------------------------- (->E)

G

--------------------------------------------------------- (-E)
It

------------------- (-I)
-tr(G)

------------------- (->1)
-G -> -tr(G)

The other half of the equivalence is quite similar, and we
suggest that you do it as an exercise~ Then, we get the equivalence by
an applicaton of the equivalence introduction rule.

Case (iii): If F is G v H, then tr(F) equals tr(G) v tr(H).

So we have to establish: 1-' G v H <-> tr(G) v tr(H).

By induction hypothesis:

1-' G <-> tr(G) and 1-' H <-> tr(H).

This derivation tree establishes that: 1-' G v H -> tr(G) v
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tr(H), and we suggest that you prove the other half of the equivalence
as an exercise.

G <-> tr(G) H <-> tr(H)
--------------------- «->E) --------------------- «->E)
(G->tr(G»&(tr(G)->G) (H->tr(H»&(tr(H)->H)
--------------------- (&E) --------------------- (&E)

{G} G -> tr(G) {H} H -> tr(H)
------------------ (->E) ----------------------------- (->E)

{G v H}

tr(G)
--------------- (vI)

tr(G) v tr(H)

tr(H)
--------------- (vI)
tr(G) v tr(H)

----------------------------------------------------------- (vE)
tr(G) v tr(H)

----------------------------------------------------------- (->1)
G v H -> tr(G) v tr(H)

Case (iv): If F is G & H, then tr(F) equals -(-tr(G) v -tr(H».

So we have to establish: 1-' G & H <-> -(-tr(G) v -tr(H».

By induction hypothesis:

1-' G <-> tr(G) and 1-' H <-> tr(H).

This derivation tree establishes that: 1-' G & H -> -(-tr(G) v
-tr(H».

{G & H} {G & H}
-------(&E) -------(&E)

G G->tr(G) H H->tr(H)
-----------------(->E) ------------------(->E)

tr(G) (-tr(G)} tr(H) (-tr(H)}
----------------------(-E) ---------------------- (-E)

(-tr(G) v -tr(H)} II II
-------------------------------------------------------------- (vE)

II
-------------------- (-I)
-(-tr(G) v -tr(H»

--------------------------- (->1)
G & H -> -(-tr(G) v -tr(H»

This derivation tree establishes that: 1-' -(-tr(G) v -tr(H» ->
G & H. We showed in case (i) how to establish that 1-' -G -> -tr(G)
from 1-' G <-> tr(G).
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{-G} -G -> -triG)

Chapter 3.4

{-(-triG) v -tr(H»}

----------------------------- (->E)
-triG)

----------------- (vI)
-triG) v -tr(H)

---------------------------------------- (-E)
If

-------- (-I)
--G

-------- (--E)
G H

------------------------------------ (&1)
G & H

----------------------------- (->1)
-(-triG) v -tr(H» -> G & H

We give only the derivation of G in detail. The derivation of H
is quite similar, and we suggest that you do it as an exercise-

The four remaining cases are quite similar, and we sup,gest that
you do them as an exercise.

Proof of ill: Again, we give an inductive proof; this time the
induction is on the lengths of derivations in the extended calculus
(where the length of a derivation is the number of applications of the
rules). First, we consider the case where the derivation consists of a
single formula, which is either an axiom or an element of AL, i.e., F is
an axiom or F occurs in AL. In this case (b) is trivially true.

Then, we assume that (b) holds for all shorter derivations than
the derivation at hand, and we distinguish cases as to which rule was
applied last in the given derivation. We thus get 14 subcases depending
on which of the following rules was applied last in the given
derivation:

- I or - E
v I or v E
& I or & E

-> I or -> E
<-> I or <-> E

E I or E E
A I or A E.

We will discuss only one case: &-introduction. So we have to
show:

If AL 1-' G&H then triAL) 1- -(-triG) v -tr(H».

By the induction hypothesis we have:
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tr(AL) 1- tr(G) and tr(AL) 1- tr(H)

Chapter 3.4

{-tr(G)} tr(G) {-tr(H)} tr(H)

{-tr(G) v -tr(H)} II

II

II

-(-tr(G) v -tr(H))

You can see that this tree is a derivation of the desired
formula in the basic calculus from the assumptions listed in tr(AL).

In the special case when AL is [G,H] and F is G & H, the above
is a proof that &1 is a derived rule in the basic calculus, i.e., an
application of &1 can be replaced by a (longer) derivation using only
rules in the basic calculus. Similarly, it follows from the lemma that
all the other additional rules in the extended calculus are derived
ones· We verify these special instances of the lemma.

(ad &E)
{-tr(G)}

-(-tr(G) v -tr(H)) -tr(G) v -trCH)

II

--tr(G)

tr(G)
(ad ->1)

Let us first derive the 'law of the excluded middle':

{tr(G)}

{-(tr(G) v -tr(G)}

II

-tr(G)

tr(G) V -tr(G)

tr(G) v -tr(G)

{-(tr(G) v -tr(G)}

II

--(tr(G) v -tr(G))

tr(G) v -tr(G)
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tr(G) v -tr(G)

{tr(G)}

tr(H)

-tr(G) v tr(H)

-tr(G) v tr(H)

{-tr(G)}

-tr(G) v tr(H)

Chapter 3.4

(ad ->E)
We first verify that: from # any formula tr(H) is derivable.

It -tr(H)
(using previously verified &1)

It & -tr(H)
(using previously verified &E)

It

--tr(H)

tr(H)

(ad AI)

{-tr(G)}

-tr(G) v tr(H)

tr(H)

tr(G)

tr(G)

It

tr(H) {tr(H)}

(E x)tr(G)

tr(G) (Nki( ••• ))

{(E x)-tr(G)}

-tr(G)(Nki( ••• ))

It

(ad AE)

-(E x)-tr(G)

{-tr(G) (t/x)}

-(E x)-tr(G) (E x)-tr(G)

It

tr(G)(t/x)
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3.5 The Language FOL

Chapter 3.5

In formulating and deriving consequences of ZF and of ZF*
several non-logical symbols and defining axioms for them were used:
e.g., an individual constant 0 for the null set, a function symbol pow
for the power set operation, a relation symbol subs for the subset
relationship. Now, we are going to justify the use of these symbols by
showing that they can be dispensed with IN THEORY: whenever we can
derive a ZF-formula in the expanded system, we can already derive it in
ZF or ZF*.

But first of all we have to set up a linguistic framework in
which arbitrarily many new symbols will always be available; this is
given by what we call the STANDARD first order language FOL. FOL has
the following symbols:

(I) LOGICAL SYl1BOLS:

(a) individual variables

(i) an infinite sequence of variables: vO, vi, v2, ..• ,vu, ..•

(where 'vu' denotes the n'th variable)

(b) logical constants

(ii) the negation symbol the disjunction symbol v, the
conjunction symbol &, the implication symbol ->, the equivalence symbol
<->, the existential quantifier symbol E, and the universal quantifier
symbol A.

(iii) the equality relation symbol:

(II) NON-LOGICAL SYl1BOLS:

(iv) for every
function symbols: f(m,O),

natural number m, an
f(m,l), •.• , f(m,n), •.•

infinite sequence of

(where 'f(m,n)' denotes the n'th function symbol of arity m)

(v) for
relation symbols:

every natural number m, an
r(m,O), r(m,l), ••• , r(m,n), ••.

infinite sequence of

(where 'r(m,n)' denotes the n'th relation symbol of arity m)

We use the symbols x, y, xl, •.. for arbitrary variables in FOL.

So, FOL contains function and relation symbols of every finite
ari ty (degree); in part.icular, function symbols of degree zero, which
are called individual constants (since they have no arguments).

Now consider the sub language of FOL without function symbols and
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with only one binary relation symbol r(2,0); using "in" for "r(2,0)"
this is exactly the language L of ZF. All extensions of L we are going
to consider will be sublanguages of FOL. We note that the language L"
introduced earlier can be viewed as a sub language of FOL as well.
Consequently, they are uniquely specified by a list of non-logical
symbols.

Now, given a set A of non-logical function and relation symbols,
included among the non-logical symblos of FOL, we want to extend L to to
a definitional extension containing the symbols in A. Simultaneously,
we extend the theory ZF in L to a definitional extension containing
defining axioms for the new symbols.

The extension of L is made in stages; at each stage we add just
one new symbol (either a relation or a function symbol) and its defining
axiom. The extensions are defined by induction on the natural numbers.

We enumerate all the non-logical symbols in FOL as follows:

r(2,0), f(O,O), r(O,O),
f(O,I), f(I,O), r(O.I), r(I,O),
f(0,2), f(I,I), f(2,0), r(0,2), r(I,I),
f(0,3), f(I,2), f(2,1), f(3,0), r(0,3), r(I,2), r(2,1), r(3,0),

We then define extensions L(n) of Land ZF(n) of ZF by induction on n as
follmJs:

L(O) is L

ZF(O) is ZF

L(n+l) is L(n) expanded by the first symbol in A which does not
appear in L(n)

ZF(n+l) is ZF(n) extended by the defining axiom for the symbol
in L(n+l) - L(n).

Similarly, we obtain a definitional extension of ZF* containing
all the new symbols in A, if we let ZF(O) equal ZF*.

In the next two sections, we will describe the precise form of
the defining axioms. We note that if A is finite this process stops
after a finite number of steps.

3.6 Introduction of ~ Relation Symbol

The intuitive idea behind definitional extensions is that given
some formula D(xl,"".,xm) in L(n) with exactly m free variables
xl, ••• ,xm, we want to introduce an m-ary relation symbol r(m,k)
abbreviating the formula D(xl, ••• ,xm) such that
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(1 ) r(m,k) (xl, ••• ,xm) iff D(xl, •.• ,xm)

Chapter 3.6

is a theorem of the extended theory. E.g., the formula

(A x in xl)(x in x2)

is a formula with exactly two free variables, for which we earlier
introduced the informal abbreviation: xl subs x2.

We first consider the case where the first symbol in A-L(n) is a
relation symbol r(m,k). Then L(n+l) is obtained from L(n) by adding the
symbol r(m,k). The terms of L(n+l) will be the same as those of L(n),
but L(n+l) will contain the additional atomic formulas:
r(m,k)(tl, ••. ,tm), wher tl, •.• ,tm are terms of L(n+l) (L(n)).

D is a formula of L(n) with exactly m free variables xl, ••• ,xm.
The list of AXIOMS for ZF(n) is extended by the defining axiom FOR
r(m,k) (abbreviated by DA(r(m,k))):

r(m,k) (xl, ••• ,xm) <-> D(xl, ••• ,xm).

We will now define a translation of L(n+l) into L (n) , replacing
the atomic formulas built up with r(m,k) by its defining formula D.

TRANSLATION of L(n+l) into L(n)

If F is tl = t2, then rtr(F) is F;
If F is tl in t2, then rtr(F) is F;
If F is r(m,k)(tl, ••. ,tm), then rtr(F) is D' ( t 1, •.• , tm) ;
If F is -G, then rtr(F) is -rtr(G)
If F is GvH, then rtr(F) is rtr(G) v rtr(H)
If F is (E x)G then rtr(F) is (E x)rtr(G)

D' in the third line stands for a uniquely determined VARIANT of
D formed by renaming bound variables to prevent binding of variables
which occur in the terms tj. The conservative nature of the
definitional extensions can now be formulated.

Lemma 3.6.1.

For any list AL and any formula F of L(n+l)

(i) DA(r(m,k)) 1- F <-> rtr(F)

(ii) If AL + DA(r(m,k)) 1- F then rtr(AL) 1- rtr(F)

Proof: Both parts of the lemma are proved by induction: (i) by
induction on formulas (of L(n+l)); (ii) by induction on derivations from
AL + DA(r(m,k)).
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Proof of (i): Only the atomic case is
cases the claim follows easily from the
to distinguish cases as to whether the
formula is '=' ~n, or 'r(m,k)'.
translation of F is just F and the claim
case we have to prove:

Chapter 3.6

of interest; in the remaining
induction hypothesis. We have
relation symbol of the atomic
In the first two cases the

follows trivially. In the last

r(m,k)(tl, ••. ,tm) <-> D'(tl, ••• ,tm),

which follows from the defining axiom for r(m,k) (an element of the
extended list of assumptions).

Proof of (ii): The claim follows easily from induction hypothesis in
the case of rules. So let F be an assumption; if F is in the list AL,
then we are obviously done; if F is the definin" axiom, its translation
is a tautology.

3.7 Introduction of ~ Function Svmbol

To introduce a relation symbol is to introduce an ABBREVIATION
for the defining formula. The introduction of a function symbol, in
contrast, requires some formal justificatiou6 Assume that you are given
a formula D with just one free variable y and that you can also DERIVE
that there is exactly one y satisfyin" D. Then you may introduce a
function symbol of degree zero (an individual constant).

More generally: if D contains additional free variables xl
through xm, one has to prove that D is functional in y, before one can
introduce a new fuction symbol by its defining axiom (abbreviated by
DA(f(m,k))) :

y = f(m,k)(xl, •.• ,xm) <-> D(xl, ••. ,xm).

D is functional in y if one can prove the existence and uniqueness
condition:

(E y)(D & (A z)(D(z) -> z = y)).

If L (n) already contains function symbols, then this special
form of the defining axiom for f(m,k) is very convenient:

y = t(xl, ••• ,xm),
where t is a term built up from the function symbols of L (n) and the
variables xl, ... ,xm. In this case, the existence and uniqueness
condition is trivially provable; furthermore one can derive this
equation

f(m,k)(xl, •.• ,xm) = t(xl, •.• ,xm).

L(n+1) is obtained from L(n) by adding the function symbol
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f(m,k) to the symbols of L, and ZF(n+l) is obtained from ZF(n) by adding
the defining axiom for f(m,k).

The definition of a translation of L(n+1) into L(n) is more
complicated than that of rtr above: terms may contain nested f(m,k)'s.
For simplicity we let f (m, k) be unary now (i. e., m = 1) and define the
translation of atomic formulas ( the translation of complex formulas is
then given inductively in the same way as in the case of a predicate
symbol; i.e., one replaces every atomic subformula by its translation).
So let F be an atomic formula; ftr(F), the translation of F, is defined
by induction on the number of occurrences of f(m,k):

if f(m,k) does not occur in F, ftr(F) is F.

Otherwise F contains at least one SIMPLE term, i.e. a term of
the form f(m,k) (t) such that f(m,k) does not occur in t. Take the
leftmost simple term in F and replace it by the first variable which
does not occur in F; in the resulting formula G there are fewer
occurrences of f(m,k) than in F. Thus the translation of G has already
been defined, and can be used in translating F:

ftr(F) is (E u)(D(t,u) & ftr(G»

For a definitional extension by a function symbol one can prove
a conservative extension result analogous to that for predicate symbols.

Lemma 3.7.1.

For any list AL and any formula F of L(n+1)

(i) DA(f(m,k» 1- F <-> ftr(F)

(ii) If AL + DA(f(m,k» 1- F, then ftr(AL) 1- ftr(F)

What is the interest of the lemmas discussed in this section?
Their content can be stated informally as follows:

The linguistically and logically extended systems
can be mapped into the basic system.

The extended systems, definitional extensions of ZF or ZF*, are
more convenient for the actual development of set theory; the basic
system, with its simple syntactic structure, is more suitable for
metamathematical study. The considerations of this section resolve this
apparent conflict: they allow us to work within definitional extensions
of ZF or ZF* and yet use for metamathematical purposes the very simple
description of the basic system.
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Chapter !i

Formalization of Metamathematics

Chapter 4

4.1 AFormal System TEM for Elementarv Metamathematics

In this section a formal Theory for Elementary Metamathematics,
called TEM, will be described. But before the axioms of TEM are
formulated, we analyze syntactic objects and come to view them as binary
trees. The collection of these trees forms the intended model of the
theory.

The formal principles of TEM concern the pairing-operation [ , ]
and the empty tree S, and the systematic iterated introduction of
elementary inductive definitions. The axioms for [ ] and S are
formulated in ana-logy to the Peano axioms for zero and successor. Then
some consequences of the axioms will be derived. In particular, we will
introduce projection functions and derive an extended induction
principle.

Syntactic Objects and Trees

In the previous section we gave some metamathematical arguments
concerning the formal system ZF; in the second chapter it was shown that
certain mathematical notions can be represented in ZF** It was
indicated that Peano arithmetic can be interpreted in ZF. From this
result we concluded that number theory, as formalized in Peano
Arithmetic {PAl, can be developed IN set theory.

PA »>---------------------------------------------------------»>ZF*

The main results of this course concern ZF and will be
established under the assumption that (various) metamathematical notions
and arguments can be represented in ZF*. To put it roughly: it will be
assumed that metamathematics can be developed IN set theory. In this
way it is possible to carry out arguments ABOUT ZF INSIDE OF ZF. The
result concerning PA and ZF* presupposed a formalization of number
theory. To achieve our aim of developing metamathematics in ZF*, we
have to make explicit the definition and proof principles used in
metamathematics. And these principles concern SYNTACTIC OBJECTS. They
will be formulated in a theory called TEM.

TEM »>•••••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••.•••..••.•••.••••.•••••.••. »>ZF*
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What we need then is a theory for syntactic objects. In such a
theory we can in particular transform the naive description of ZF into a
formal presentation. For the formal presentation of PA there is a
tailor-made theory in Kleene' s book 'Introduction to Metamathematics';
you can find it under the heading: A Generalized Arithmetic· We will
use a similar theory. Yet we will ~o one step further in the analysis
of syntactic objects.

In the description
syntactic objects were used:
see that syntactic obj ects
trees.

of
for
can

ZF and ZF* inductive definitions of
example of formulas and terms. We will

be visualized as finitely branchin~

THE CONSTRUCTION TREE OF: (x in y) & (0 = x)

(x in y) & (0 x)

x

x in y

y o

o x

x

Let us look at an example, and construct the formula

(x in y) & (0 = x).

We start out with the basic syntactic objects: x, y, and O. These
objects are considered as FUNDAMENTAL syntactic units; and we call them:
ATOMS. Now we apply operations leading to the atomic formulas x in y
and 0 = x. Finally, we use another operation to obtain the conjunction
of these atomic formulas. Note that the operations correspond to
closure conditions in the definition of formula.

INDUCTIVELY GENERATED OBJECTS ---------------> FINITELY BRANCHING TREES

This association of trees with inductively generated objects is
quite natural. But for a theoretical analysis of syntactic objects it
seems rather inadequate. We have to have infinitely many BASIC objects
and a constantly expanding list of OPERATIONS. For example, there are
infinitely many variables as atoms; for all logical connectives special
operations are needed.
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The generation of formulas can be described differently. Assume
you have two formulas A and B, and you want to construct their
conjunction. You first form the pair of A and B denoted by [A,B];
treating the conjunction symbol as just another atom one constructs the
pair: [&, [A,B]].

A B ======> [A, B]

&
======> [&, [A,B]]

We can proceed similarly for the other propositional connectives
and the quantifiers. Look at negation as another example.

A
======> [-,A]

Thus we have a UNIFORM generating process in which only a
PAIRING operation is involved. Assuming we are given ONE basic object
S, which we call the EMPTY TREE, pairing can be used to generate further
obj ects.

S ======> [S,S]

S
======> IS, [S,S]] ..... >

And certain of THESE objects can be selected as ATOMS which now
have a structure of their own. Thus we have only one basic object!
Infinitely many syntactic atoms are built up from it by the pairing
operation ..

Let us look at the above example of a formula to see what
changes these remarks effect. First of all, PREFIX notation is used
throughout; and the formula is written in the following way:
[&, [[in, [x,y]], [=, [O,x]]]]. We draw its construction tree from &, in,
x, y, and 0:
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[&, [[in, [x,y]] , [=, [0 ,x]]]]

& [[in, [x,y]], [=, [O,x]]]

[in, [x,y]]

in [x,y]

x y

[=, [O,x]]

= [0, x]

a x

The following simple analysis is suggested: syntactic objects
ARE binary trees constructed from the empty tree by means of the pairing
operation. It is for these objects that we formulate the theory TEM.
To put it differently: the collection of binary trees forms the intended
model of TEM. TEM can serve as the framework for the presentation and
investigation of formal systems; the considerations concerning ZF will
be carried out in TEM.

4.1.2 Language of TEM

Having discussed the build-up and hence the structure of
syntactic objects, we want to formulate the basic facts about them.
This will be done in a standard first order language; and we will start
out by specifying it. The language of TEM has the following symbols:

(I) LOGICAL SYMBOLS:

(a) individual variables

(i) an infinite sequence of variables: W,Y,Z,W1,W2, •••.•

(b) logical constants

(ii) the negation symbol NOT, the disjunction symbol OR, the
conjunction symbol AND, the implication symbol ONLY IF (or IF THEN), the
equivalence symbol IFF, the existential quantifier symbol FOR SOME, and
the universal quantifier symbol FOR ALL.

(iii) the equality relation symbol: IS.
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(II) NON-LOGICAL SYMBOLS:

Chapter 4.1.2

(iv) an individual constant S (dnoting the empty tree), and a
binary function symbol [ , ] (for the pairing operation).

(v) unary predicate symbols Rl, R2, for 'inductively
defined' sets; the form of their definition will be specified later.

Let us make a remark in passing: later on we will be able to
introduce predicates of arbitrary degree; the reason for this is that we
have pairing available, and that projection functions can be introduced.

For pairing terms we make the following convention: the
[Z, Y] is called the pair of Z and Y, or simply the pair [Z, Y] •
referred to as the first component, Y as the second component of
pair, and both as immediate subtrees of the pair [Z,Y].

term
Z is
this

Terms, atomic formulas, and formulas are built up as usual and
we employ the common conventions for saving parentheses. For the sake
of easier readability more expressions are admitted as formulas. The
extended formal language is to approach more ordinary mathematical
language. For example, the inequality of Z and Y expressed by the
formula:

NOT ( Z IS Y ) is also expressed by Z IS NOT Y.

Quantified statements, for example the existential statement

(FOR SOME Z)(Z IS S)

can be written more naturally in the following way:

THERE IS A Z SUCH THAT Z IS S .

4.1.3 Axioms of TEM---
In the language of TEM the basic facts about syntactic objects

can be formulated in analogy with the Peano axioms! Just remember that
the natural numbers are built up from zero by the successor operation.

o ==> 0' ==> 0" ==> 0'" ==> 0"" ==> __ ..

And that the syntactic objects are constructed from the empty tree S by
the pairing operation.

==> [[S,S] ,S]

S ==> [S,S]
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==> [S, [S,S]] •.••
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Let us formulate the very basic pxioms of TEM. The first axiom
says: the pair [Z,Y] is not S, or S is different from every pair.

Tl: [Z,Y] IS NOT S

The second axiom, a conditional, says: two pairs are equal only
if their respective components are equal.

T2: [Zl,Z2] IS [Yl,Y2] ONLY IF Zl IS Yl AND Z2 IS Y2

As in the case of arithmetic, the construction of the objects in
the intended model justifies an induction schema.

IND: IF FM(S) AND

FOR ALL Z,Y:( FM(Z) AND FM(Y) ONLY IF FM([Z,Y]) )

THEN FOR ALL Z: FM(Z)

where FM is an arbitrary formula of the language of TEM.

The axioms we just described express the basic facts about
syntactic objects. Their structure justifies also certain types of
inductive definitions of unary predicates. The formulas FMi of TEM
actually admitted as defining formulas for the Ri will be ~iven later.
Each introduced predicate has to satisfy this 'DEFINING EQUIVALENCE':

T3i: FMi(Ri,Z) IFF Ri(Z)

To complete the description of TEM, let us briefly discuss the
equality axioms and the logical rules. The first equality axioms
asserts for syntactical objects what LEIBNIZ claimed for all objects:
they are self-identical.

EA1: Z IS Z

The second axiom allows us to replace Z by Y in the formula FM;
that means: identical objects cannot be distinguished by properties
which are expressible in the language of TEM.
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EA2: Z IS Y AND FM(Z) ONLY IF FM(Y)

Chapter 4.1.3

The logical rules were already discussed in the previous
section. We are using the same ones here. Clearly, the syntactic
variables range over formulas and terms of TEM and not over those of ZF.

EXERCISES:

X IS Y ONLY IF Y IS X

Xl IS Yl AND Yl IS Zl ONLY IF Xl IS Zl

Z IS S OR FOR SOME Zl,Z2: Z IS [Zl,Z2j

[Z,Y] IS NOT Z

[Z, Y] IS NOT Y

4.1.4 Projections

From two syntactic objects Z and Y one can form the pair [Z,Y];
given a non-empty syntactic object one can determine its immediate
subtrees by projection functions. They are the inverses of the pairing
operation. Notice the analogy to the predecessor operation in
arithmetic; that operation is the inverse of the successor operation and
determines the immediate predecessor of a natural number which is
different from zero.

To introduce function symbols for the projection operations in a
definitional extension of TEM one has to prove appropriate existence and
uniqueness conditions. For the projection function giving the left
component these conditions are expressed by this formula:

THERE IS A UNIQUE Y SUCH THAT

( Z IS NOT S ONLY IF FOR SOME W:Z IS [Y,W] )

AND

( Z IS S ONLY IF Y IS S )

This is actually a theorem of TEM; and we argue in the following
way: a syntactic object Z is either the empty tree or it is different
from it. If Z is the empty tree, then let Y be S. If Z is different
from S, then Z is a pair of some other syntactic obj ects; these
syntactic objects are uniquely determined by axiom T2; take the left
component of this uniquely determined pair as the value for Y.
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For the projection function g~v~ng the right component of a pair
one can prove the corresponding claim in a similar way. So we have the
next lemma.

Lemma 4.1.1.

THERE IS A UNIQUE Y SUCH THAT

( (Z IS NOT S ONLY IF FOR SOME W:Z IS [Y,W])

AND (Z IS S ONLY IF Y IS S) )

AND

THERE IS A UNIQUE W SUCH THAT

«Z IS NOT S ONLY IF FOR SOME Y:Z IS [Y,W])

AND (Z IS S ONLY IF W IS S»

We choose PI and P2 as the symbols for the projection functions;
PI gives the first, P2 the second component of a pair. This fact is
expressed by the projection lemma.

Lemma 4.1.2. (Projection lemma)

Z IS Pl([Z,Y]) AND Y IS P2([Z,Y])

To prove this lemma it is convenient to have an easy consequence
of the first lemma available. This consequence says that each syntactic
object is either the empty tree or the pair of its immediate subtrees.

Lemma 4.1.3. (Tern objects)

Z IS S OR Z IS [Pl(Z),P2(Z)]

4.1. 5 Tree-induction

The projection functions applied to a non-empty tree give us its
immediate subtrees. Let Y be a non-empty tree; PI applied to Y gives
its first component, say Yl. P2 applied to Y gives its second
component, say Y2. Assuming that Yl and Y2 are also non-empty we can
apply the projection functions again to obtain their respective
subtrees. This process can be continued as long as the newly obtained
trees are non-empty-
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Y3

Yl

Y4

Y

Y5

Y2

Y6
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For convenience we call an arbitrary proper subtree 2 of Y: PART
of Y. We give this inductive definition; it is among those which will
be admitted in TEM.

Definition ..

PART (2, Y) IFF Y IS [PI (Y) ,P2 (y) 1 AND (2 IS PI (Y) OR 2 IS P2 (Y) OR
PART(2,Pl(Y» OR PART(2,P2(Y»)

For 2 to be a part of Y , Y has to be non-empty (i.e., Y is the
pair of its immediate subtrees); furthermore 2 is either one of Y's
immediate subtrees or 2 has already been recognized as a part of those
subtrees. Let us look at the above tree: Yl and Y2 are the immediate
subtrees of Y and hence parts of Y; Y3 is an immediate subtree of Yl and
hence a part of Y; so is Y4. For the immediate subtree Y2 one can make
similar remarks ..

Note that S does not have any parts.

Lemma 4.1.4.

2 IS NOT A PART OF S

Using the definition of part we can introduce bounded
quantifiers in the usual way.. We introduce some abbreviations and write

FOR ALL PARTS 2 OF Y

FOR SOME PART 2 OF Y

for FOR ALL 2: (PART(2,Y) ONLY IF ••• )

for FOR SOME 2: (PART(2,Y) AND •.• )

The three dots stand for an arbitrary formula of the language of TEM.

Bounded quantifiers are used to formulate an extended induction
principle. Remember that we derived in 2F* epsilon tree induction from
the ordinary epsilon induction principle. Its greater strength lies in
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the fact that one can assume the induction hypothesis for all epsilon
predecessors, not only for the immediate ones· Analogously, we can
derive a tree induction principle in TEM: the induction hypothesis can
be assumed for all subtrees and not only for the immediate ones·

Theorem 4.1.5. (Tree-induction)

IF FOR ALL Z: ( FOR ALL PARTS W OF Z:FM(W) ONLY IF FM(Z))

THEN FOR ALL Z: FM(Z)

Its proof is a 'literal' transcription of the proof for epsilon
tree induction: visualize 't\That has to be proved; and you notice
immediately that it is the same abstract fact about trees which we
proved for epsilon trees.

4.2 Formal Presentation of Syntax in TEM

In this
FORMALLY develop
steps:

section you will see HOW and how NATURALLY one can
the syntax of ZF within TEM. We will proceed in three

First, TEM is extended by explicit definitions of new
syntactical constants. They denote the BASIC symbols for the language
of ZF. This definitional extension of TEM is suitable for the
construction of those atoms which were used in the description of the
language for ZF in the first section of this chapter.

Then, some elementary syntactical notions will be specified by
inductive definitions.

Finally, we shall describe an extended language which is
suitable for definitional extensions of ZF. Using a few
metamathematical abbreviations, we shall have the language for ZF
available which we were using all alpng: but now WITHIN TEM.

4.2.1 Construction £i Atoms

In the description of ZF in Section 3.1 the language was built
up from infinitely many atoms. According to our analysis, however, all
syntactic objects are constructed from the empty tree by the pairing
operation. Thus we start out now by defining explicitly a finite number
of syntactic constants; as a matter of fact: EIGHT. From these eight
constants, infinitely many atoms will be generated INDUCTIVELY. These
syntactic constants are called the BASIC SYMBOLS of the language of ZF.
They are:
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IS [S, [S,S]]
v IS [S, -]
E IS [S, v]
d IS [S, E]
n IS [S, d]
i IS [S, n]
f IS [S, i]
r IS [S, f]

Chapter 4.2.1

This is the explicit definition of the
, concept' BASIC SYMBOL:

BSYM(Y) IFF
Y IS - OR Y IS v OR Y IS E

OR Y IS d OR Y IS n OR Y IS i
OR Y IS f OR Y IS r

Next we define numerals as expressions of the form:

S [S, S] [[S,S] ,S]

They will be used as indices to make available an infinite
number of variables, individual constants, function symbols, relation
symbols, and N-symbols. Numerals will also indicate the degree of
function and relation symbols. They can be defined inductively in the
following way:

NUM(Y) IFF
Y IS S

OR (Y IS NOT S AND NUM(P1(Y» AND P2(Y) IS S)

This defining expression falls under the general form of
'inductive definitions' allowed in TEM. Here is another formulation of
this definition which, strictly speaking, does not fall under this form;
but it is shorter than the correct formulation which can be readily
'recove~ed' from it.

NUM(Y) IFF
Y IS S

OR FOR SOME Z:(Y IS [Z,S] AND NUM(Z»

SORT FOR VARIABLES RANGING OVER TEM-NUMERALS: K, L, M, ...

By metamathematical induction concerning TEM a unique numerical
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value is associated with each numeral. The value of S is the natural
number O. the value of the pair [K,S] is the value of K Dlus one·

The VALUE of a numeral

S equals 0

[K,S] equals K + 1

A variable is a pair consisting of lower case d and a numeral:

VARI(Y) IFF FOR SOME K: Y IS [d,K] •

SORT FOR VARIABLES: V, •••

So, [d,K] is the k-th variable (if k is the numerical value of
K) • The N-symbols, needed for the definition of ambiguous names, are
not only distinguished by indices, but also by their degree; they can be
defined in this way:

NSYM(Y) IFF FOR SOME K,L: Y IS [[n,K],L]

If k is the value of K and 1 the value of L, then the definition
expresses: Y is the k-th N-symbol of degree 1.

Later on, we want to introduce individual constants, function
and relation symbols in definitional extensions of ZF, and we will
provide a GENERAL framework for that (modeled on FOL). In the BASIC
language, however, there -is only one individual constant: namely, 0 ;
and there are two binary relation symbols: = and in. Their definitions
are chosen so as to fit into the general framework.

o IS [i,S]

= IS [[r,S], [S,S]]

in IS [[r,[S,S]],[S,S]]

From these syntactical constants the atoms of the language for
ZF are defined in the following way:
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ATOM(Y) IFF
BSYM(Y)
Y IS 0

OR VARI(Y)
OR Y IS =

OR NSYM(Y)
OR Y IS in

OR

Chapter 4.2.1

4.2.2 The Basic Language

The BASIC LANGUAGE of ZF can now be defined WITHIN TEM. From
the atoms we build up the relevant syntactic structures: namely,

TERMS, FORMULAS, and DERIVATIONS.

A TERM is either 0, a variable, or an N-symbol applied to previously
obtained terms.

TERM(Y) IFF
Y IS 0

OR VARI (Y)
OR FOR SOME Z,W:(Y IS [Z,W]

SPECIAL SORT: T, T1, ...

AND NSYM(Z) AND
TERMLIST(W,P2(Z)))

The predicate TERMLIST expresses that W is a list of k terms,
where k is the numerical value of P2(Z). (Recall that every N-symbol is
a pair and that its right component is its degree.) This predicate is
defined as follows:

TERMLIST(Y,K) IFF
(Y IS S

OR FOR SOME
AND K IS S)
Z,W,L: (Y IS [Z,W] AND K IS [L,S]

AND TERMLIST(Z,L) AND TERM(W) )

Thus the empty list of terms is identified with S; forming [Z,W]
from a list of terms Z of length 1 and a term W yields a list of terms
of length 1+1. Note that these two inductive definitions refer to each
other: they are defined simultaneously.

ATOMIC formulas are built up from terms and the binary predicate
symbols and in.

AFOR(Y) IFF
FOR SOME Z,W:(TERM(Z) AND TERM(W) AND

(Y IS [in, [Z, W]] OR Y IS [=, [Z, W]]))
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FORMULAS are obtained from ATOMIC formulas by closing under the
formation of NEGATIONS, DISJUNCTIONS, and EXISTENTIALLY QUANTIFIED
STATEMENTS.

FORM(Y) IFF
AFOR(Y)

OR FOR SOME Z:(Y IS [-,Z] AND FORM(Z))

OR FOR SOME Z,W:(Y IS [v, [Z,W]] AND FORM(Z) AND FORM(W))

OR FOR SOME Z,V:(Y IS [[E,V],Z] AND FORM(Z))

SORT for formulas: D, F, G, H, •••

Replacement of Free Variables

To give further examples of how elementary metamathematics can
be developped in TEM we will explain the notions of an occurrence and a
free occurrence of a variable in a formula. A variable V occurs in an
arbitrary syntactic object Y if it is a subtree or a part of Y.

OC(V,Y) IFF V IS Y OR PART(V,Y)

Call Vi in [[E,Vi],G] QUANTIFIED; one also says that Vi is BOUND
in this formula. Now, the definition of a FREE occurrence is easily
given in an informal way: the variable V has a free occurrence in the
formula D if it has an occurrence which was not bound IN THE PROCESS OF
BUILDING UP D. The next INDUCTIVE DEFINITION is now self-explanatory.

FR(V,D) IFF
AFOR(D) AND OC(V,D)

OR FOR SOME G:(D IS [-,G] AND FR(V,G))

OR FOR SOME G,H:(D IS [v, [G,H]] AND (FR(V,G) OR FR(V,H))

OR FOR SOME Vi,G:(D IS [[E,Vi],G] AND Vi IS NOT V AND FR(V,G))

The replacement operation yields a tree Z if it is applied to a
tree Y, a variable V, and a term R: Z is the result of replacing R for V
in the tree Y. Check that the following inductive definition does
exactly this.
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REP(Y,V,R) IS Z
Y IS S

OR Y IS V

IFF
AND

AND

Z IS S

Z IS R

Chapter 4.2.3

OR VARI(Y) AND Y IS NOT V AND Z IS Y

OR (Y IS NOT S AND Y IS NOT V AND

PI(Z) IS REP(PI(Y),V,R) AND P2(Z) IS REP(P2(Y),V,R) )

For formulas we need another operation which replaces all free
occurrences of a variable by a term; call this new operation FREP. The
definition is straightforward; but note the definition by cases for
existential statements.

FREP(G,V,R) IS H
AFOR(G)

IFF
AND REP(G, V,R) IS H

OR FOR SOME GI,HI:(G IS [-,GIl AND (H IS [-, HII
AND FREP(GI,V,R) IS HI)

OR FOR SOME GI,HI,G2,H2: (G IS [v, [GI,G2J] AND H IS [v,[HI,H2J]
AND FREP(GI,V,R) IS HI AND FREP(G2,V,R) IS H2)

OR FOR SOME VI,GI:(G IS [[E,VII,GII
AND VI IS NOT V

AND
AND

(HIS [[E,VII,Hll
FREP(GI,V,R) IS HI)

OR FOR SOME GI:(G IS [[E,VI,GII AND G IS H)

This replacement operation differs from the SUBSTITUTION
OPERATION used in the introduction and elimination rules for
quantifiers. The difference is that the latter renames bound variables
(when necessary) to avoid 'collisions'. (But the substitution operation
can be defined by an inductive definition of the same type.)

4.2.4 Extended Language

The basic language for ZF which has been presented in TEM is a
far cry from the language used in Chapter 2. We will show now how to
obtain that language WITHIN TEM. We do this in two steps. In the first
and major step an EXPANDED language will be presented which is suitable
for definitional extensions of ZF (corresponding to FOL). Yet this
language is still written in prefix notation with all the square
brackets indicating the structure of syntactic objects. In the second
step we simply introduce abbreviations in TEM to obtain the language
actually used.
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First of all we expand our definition of variable by adding
special sorts of variables (ranging, when interpreted, over ordinals and
numbers): OVAR, and NVAR. And all the variables fall under GVAR. The
expanded language contains also an infinite number of individual
constants (ISYM), function and relation symbols (FSYM and RSYM,
respectively).

OVAR(Y)

NVAR(Y)

GVAR(Y)

ISYM(Y) IFF Y IS [i,Z] AND NUM(Z)

FSYM(Y) IFF Y IS [[f,Z] ,W] AND NUM(Z) AND NUM(W)

RSYM(Y) IFF Y IS [[r,Z],W] AND NUM(Z) AND NUM(W)

This leads to a modification of the definition of ATOM.

ATOM(Y) IFF

BSYM(Y) OR GVAR(Y) OR NSYM(Y) OR

ISYM(Y) OR FSYM(Y) OR RSYM(Y)

The addition of the non-logical symbols clearly requires an
expansion of the notions 'TERM' and 'ATOMIC FORMULA'. All variables and
individual constants are terms; the application of function symbols to
an appropriate list of terms yields new terms. ATOMIC FORMULAS are now
obtained by applying relation symbols to lists of terms.

Addition of logical symbols: &, ->, <->, A;

Extended notion of
connectives;

formula: closure under all logical

Abbreviations (functional notation).

The new notation for formulas is introduced in a definitional
extension of TEM by some function symbols.

X( ••• ) for [X, [ ••. ]] if X is an N-, R-, or F-symbol;

BUT for = and in :

X = Y for [=, [X,Y]] and X in Y for [in, [X,Y]].

Furthermore,
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-(X) for [-,Xl,

(X)v(Y) for [v, [X, Yll

(similarly for &, ->, <-».

EZ:X or (EZ)(X) for [[E,Zl,X]

(similarly for A).

Chapter 4.2.4

We use also the usual conventions for saving parentheses: the
negation sign binds stronger than 'and' and 'or"; the latter symbols
stronger than the conditional and biconditional.

And let us agree on one more convention: namely, on how to
indicate that a variable occurs free in a formula or that it has been
substituted by a term:

X(Y),

where X is a formula and Y a variable, indicates that Y occurs free in
X;

X(Z) denotes the result of substituting the term Z (for the
variable Y) in the formula X.

4.2.5 Conservative Extension

Call the basic language of ZF BL and its expansion EL. What we
are really interested in are expansions of BL by only finitely many non
logical symbols.

BL - the basic language of ZF

EL - the expanded language of ZF

FIN (L) - the expanded language of ZF, yet with only finitely
many non-logical symbols

ZF*(D) - ZF* formulated in FIN(L), having defining axioms for
all additional non-logical and logical symbols

So assume such a finite expansion has been fixed; by ZF*(D) we
denote the definitional extension of ZF*: it contains the defining
axioms for the new symbols; in particular the logical ones.

(G)&(H) <-> -(-G v -H)

(G)->(H) <-> (-G)v(H)

(G)<->(H) <-> «G)->(H» & «H)->(G»
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Aa:G(a) <-> (Ax)(ord(x) -> G(x))

Ea:G(a) <-> (Ex)(ord(x) & G(x))

similarly for number quantifiers

Chapter 4.2.5

Now one can define IN TEM a translation from the expanded
language into the basic language •as' we did previously. And we can
prove in TEM the facts about definitional extensions discussed in
earlier sections.
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Chapter 2.

Goedel's Incompleteness Theorems

Chapter 5

Goedel's Incompleteness Theorems will be proved for ZF (assuming
some representability and derivability conditions).

In Section 5.2 it will be shown that ZF is inadequate with
respect to definability and incomplete with respect to derivability.
First we shall see that an adequate notion of truth (for the language of
ZF) cannot be defined in ZF. Then a syntactically simple sentence in
the language of ZF will be given such that neither it nor its negation
can be derived in ZF. This sentence expresses that it (itself) is
underivable in ZF. In Section 5.3 a theorem of Loeb will be used to
show that yet another statement is underivable; namely, the statement
which expresses the consistency of ZF.

The very formulation of the last sentences raises the question:
"How can we construct sentences in the language of ZF which make
assertions about ZF?" After all, in ZF one talks about sets and not
about the syntax of the formal system ZF. The answer is: we shall
develop metamathematics within ZF* (as we developed number theory in
ZF*), i.e., TEM will be interpreted in ZF*.

First of all, syntactic obj ects will be encoded as or
represented by sets; i.e-, with each term of TEM a unique special term,
its code, will be associated. These codes denote sets under the
intended interpretation of ZF. The encoding chosen below represents the
empty tree S by the empty set 0; a pair [X,Y] of syntactic objects is
represented by the (set-theoretic) pair <x,y>, where x and y represent X
and Y, respectively. Thus the representing sets can also be visualized
as binary trees: they have the same structure as the syntactic objects
they represent.

Then we introduce in a definitional extension of ZF* predicates
for the set theoretic syntactic objects which correspond to
metamathematical predicates. This correspondence will be expressed by
Representability conditions. To obtain the results in Section 5.3
derivability conditions concerning the theorem-predicate are needed. In
this chapter, we shall assume all of these conditions. They will be
verified in Chapter 5, using the set theoretic and metamathematical
facts of Chapter 2 and Chapter 4.

5.1 Representation of Syntax and Self-referential Sentences

We shall describe the set theoretic representation of syntactic
objects in this section and show that it is categorical. The
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representability conditions for syntactic notions will be used to give a
general method of constructing self-rejerential sentences. This method
will be essential in establishing the results of this chapter.

5.1.1 Categorical Representation £f Syntactic Objects

The pairing-operation < , > was introduced in ZF*, and we proved
two facts about it:

Lemma 5. 1• 1.

(i) ZF* 1- <xl,x2> = <y1,y2> <-> xl = yl & x2 y2

(ii) ZF* 1- -(0 = <x,y»

In TEM, < , >
function-symbol-list.
which associates with
ZF.

is just another name for the first symbol in the
Using this symbol, one can define a function CODE
each syntactic object a term of the language of

CODE(X) IS Y IFF X IS S AND Y IS 0

OR X IS [Xl,X2] AND Y IS <CODE (Xl) ,CODE(X2»

We are going to write IXI for CODE (X), and so set (I Xl) is a
formula of the language of ZF, expressing that the code of the syntactic
object X is a set. This can actually be proved: ZF*I- set(IXI)·

So we know that the codes of syntactic objects denote sets in
every model of ZF*. In the set theoretic development of number theory
certain sets were treated as natural numbers; here we want to treat the
codes as (set theoretic) syntactic objects. But then the encoding has
to satisfy certainly one condition: namely, what different syntactic
objects are represented by different sets. The above encoding does
satisfy this condition.

Lemma 5.1.2. (Coding)

(i) X IS Y ONLY IF ZF* 1- Ixi = IYI

(ii) NOT(X IS Y) ONLY IF ZF* 1- -( Ixi Iyl)

Proof:

ad(i) As CODE is a function, Ixi IS Iyl if X IS Y. But Ixi and IYI are
terms of the language of ZF, and hence:

ZF* 1- Ixi = IYI·
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ad(ii) This part of the lemma is proved by induction. In the basis case
X IS S; by hypothesis of (ii) S IS NOT Y. That means Y is a pair
[Yl,Y2]. As ZF* proves -'(0 = <x,y», we have ZF*I- -(lSI = IYI). In
the induction step X IS [X1,X2]. To prove the claim for arbitrary Y, we
make an (inner) induction on Y. In the basis step of this induction Y
IS S, and we argue as above. In the induction step Y IS [Y1, Y2] • Then
we have by hypothesis of (ii)

NOT([X1,X2] IS [Y1,Y2]); thus NOT(X1 IS Y1) OR NOT(X2 IS Y2).

So, let us assume NOT(X1 IS Y1).

By induction-hypothesis:

ZF* 1- -(IX1! = IY11),

and hence by the first lemma:

ZF* 1- -«IX11,lx21> = <!Y11,IY21»·

By definition of I I, and (i):

ZF* 1- <!Zll,lz21> = 1[Zl,Z2] I for arbitrary Zl,Z2.

Thus we have:

ZF* 1- -(IXI = IYI)·

Q.E.D.

We have chosen a particular encoding of the syntactic objects.
But instead of 0, any other set, say 0', can be chosen; instead of < ,
>, any other pairing-operation < , >', as long as they (and the inverses
of < , >') are given by sigma-formulas, and as long as ZF* proves the
following facts:

ZF* 1- -(0' = <x,y>'),

and

ZF* 1- <x1,x2>' = <y1,y2>' <-> xl = y1 & x2 = y2.

With 0' and < , >' we can define an encoding % % in the same way
as I above and prove in ZF* that the respective codes have the same
structure: the representation of syntactical objects is categorical. To
make this mathematically precise we define two predicates in ZF*.

tree(x) <-> x = 0

v x = <p1(x),p2(x» & tree(p1(x» & tree(p2(x»
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tree'(x)<-> x O'

v x = <p1'(x),p2'(x»' & tree'(p1'(x)) & tree'(p2'(x))

(where pi, and pi', for i
, > and < , >' ).

By induction one proves:

Lemma 5.1.3.

(i) ZF* 1- tree( IXI)

(ii) ZF* 1- tree' (%X%)

1,2, are the projections inverting <

The terms of TEM, which have been associated with codes, denote
sets falling under the predicate tree and tree', respectively. By
epsilon recursion one can define an isomorphism f between these
different representations and thus establish their categoricity, i. e.,
f, restricted to tree, is a 1-1 mapping onto tree'; 0 is mapped to 0'
and a pair of trees <x,y> is mapped to <f(x),f(x»'. The function which
inverts f on tree' has analogous properties.

Lemma 5.1.4. (Categoricity lemma)

In a conservative extension of ZF* one can introduce a unary
function-symbol f such that:

(i) ZF* 1- f\tree is bijective & Ax: (x in rng(f\tree) <-> tree'(x))

(ii) ZF* 1- f(O) = O' &

(A x,y)(tree(x) & tree(y) -> f«x,y» = <f(x),f(y»')

(iii) ZF* 1- inv(f) (0') = 0 & (A x,y)(tree'(x) & tree'(y)

-> inv(f)«x,y>') = <inv(f) (x),inv(f) (y»)

(where (i) says that

ZF* proves "f is a bijective mapping from tree to tree'''.)
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5.1.2

Chapter 5.1.2

Complete Representation of Syntactic Notions

The coding lemma can be stated informally in the following way:
equality between syntactic objects is correctly expressed in ZF* by
equality between their codes. In chapter 5 we shall see that all
notions which have been defined inductively in TEM can be correctly
expressed.

Definition. (Completely Representable)

We call a metamathematical relation P COMPLETELY REPRESENTABLE in ZF* by
a set theoretical relation op iff

P(Xl, ••. ,Xn) ONLY IF ZF* 1- op(IXll,.·.,IXnl) and

NOT P(Xl, ..• ,Xn) ONLY IF ZF* 1- -op( IXll,·.·, IXnl)

are both provable in TEM.

P is called representable if only the first condition is
provable.

Notice, that op can be used to introduce a function symbol in
ZF*, if P was used in TEM to define a function.

To make it notationally obvious 'what represents what', we find
this convention quite convenient: use for the set theoretic notion the
name of the corresponding metamathematical one, but write it in lower
case and prefix it by (a lower case) 0; 0 stands for object language.
(We use this prefix for very pragmatic reasons: in the computer, strin~s

of lower and upper case letters are represented in the same way, and
hence cannot be distinguished.) Thus we write 'oform' for 'FORM', 'oder'
for 'DER'.

For the proofs of Goedel's theorems "e need representability
conditions only for two predicates and two functions, namely, the
predicates DER(X, Y) and THEO(X), and the functions SUB and CODE. We
list them here for the predicates; for SUB and CODE two immediate
consequences are mentioned.

(Rl) DER(X,Y) ONLY IF ZF* 1- oder(IXI, IY/)

(R2) NOT DER(X,Y) ONLY IF ZF* 1- -oder(IXI, IYI)

THEO(X) is defined as:

Its representing predicate

FOR SOME Y: DER(Y,X);

otheo (x) is (Ey)(tree(y) & oder(y,x)).
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(RIO) THEO(X) ONLY IF ZF* 1- otheo(IXI)

Chapter 5.1.2

From the representability conditions for CODE and SUB one
derives immediately:

(C1) ZF* 1- ocode( IXI) = ICODE (X) I = Ilxll

(Sl) ZF* 1- osub(/xl,IWI,IYI) ISUB(X,W,Y) I

Notice also that the representability condition (RIO) for the
theorem-predicate can be proved from (R1).

5.1. 3 Construction £f Self-referential Statements

The construction of self-referential statements will play a
crucial role in this chapter. Consider a fixed ZF-formula F with x as
its only free variable; let G(x) be F(osub(x,lx/,ocode(x»), and let D
be G(IGI) which abbreviates SUB(G,x,IGI)· D is a sentence; it is called
the diagonal sentence for F.

What is achieved by this construction? Notice that the (set
theoretic) term

osub ( IGI , Ix I , ocode ( IGI ) )

is just the code of D; i.e., D claims that the property expressed by F
holds for IDI, the set representing the formula D.. This is proved in
the self-referential lemma.

Lemma 5.1.5. (SELF-REFERENTIAL LEMMA)

ZF* 1- D <-> F ( IDI)

Proof: D <-> G(IGI) \ definition of D

<-> F (os ub ( IGI , Ix I, ocode ( IGI) ) ) \ definition of G

<-> F(osub(IG/,lxl,IIGII» \ (C1 )

<-> F(ISUB(G,x,IGI)I) \ (Sl)

<-> F(IG(IGI)I) \ definition of G( )

<-> F(/DI) \ definition of D and representability of IS

Q.E.D.
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5.2 Tarski and Goedel and Rosser

Chapter 5.2

The self-referential lemma is used to show the (theoretical)
inadequacy of ZF: one cannot in the language of ZF give an adequate
truth-definition for all ZF-sentences; one can construct a sentence
which is undecided. These are classical results concerning limitations
of formal methods due to Tarski, Goedel, and Rosser.

5.2.1 Tarski's Theorem

Using the self-referential lemma one can easily prove Tarski' s
theorem on the undefinability of an adequate notion of truth. On
Tarski's analysis, a formula Tr (with one free variable) is an adequate
definition of truth for the language L, if for all sentences of that
language

(*) Tr( IFI) <-> F

holds. Assume now that G is a ZF-formula with the free variable x such
that (*) is derivable in ZF (with G in place of Tr). Then consider the
diagonal sentence DT for -G, which is -G( IDT I) and which says of itself
that it is false.

Theorem 5.2.1. (Tarski)

ZF*/- -( G(IDTI) <-> DT )

Proof: Assume ZF* does prove: G(IDTI) <-> DT.

By construction of DT:

ZF*I- DT <-> -G(IDTI)·

Using the assumed adequacy of G for DT:

ZF*I- DT <-> -DT •

This is a contradiction_

Q.E.D.

Tarski's theorem points out an inadequacy of the system ZF with
respect to definability, at least of metamathematical notions: one
cannot introduce a definition in ZF which expresses an adequate notion
of truth (for the language of ZF). Goedel's first incompleteness
theorem, which will be proved next, shows that ZF is also inadequate
with respect to derivability: an undecidable sentence will be
constructed. For this result one has to assume (trivially) that ZF is
consistent. We define:
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ZF IS CONSISTENT IFF CONS (ZF) IFF NOT THEO(#)

Chapter 5.2.1

(remember that # is the sentence a in 0, which is refutable in ZF*).

5.2.2 Goedel's First Incompleteness Theorem

Consider -otheo(x) and its diagonal sentence DG which is
equivalent to

-otheo ( IDG I)

and expresses its own underivability. Using the condition (R1') one can
prove the first part of Goedel's first incompleteness theorem.

Theorem 5.2.2. (Goedel)

If ZF is consistent then NOT ZF/- DG.

Proof: Assume ZFI- DG , i.e., THEO(DG).

Hence by (R1')

ZF 1- otheo ( IDG I ) .

Thus by the construction of DG:

ZF /- -DG ;

and consequently:

ZFI- DG & -DG,

contradicting the consistency of ZF.

Q.E.D.

If we assume that ZF is consistent and sound (i.e., ZF proves
only true sentences), then -DG cannot be provable either. Assume -DG is
provable. Then, by the soundness of ZF, -DG is true and DG false. As
DG expresses its own unprovability, it actually has to be provable. But
this contradicts the consistency of ZF. To prove that DG is undecidable
in ZF, one need not use the semantical notion of soundness. Goedel used
in his original paper a syntactic requirement stronger than consistency:
so-called omega-consistency or (briefly) w-consistency. But this notion
is meaningful only if one has arithmetized syntax and if the formal
system contains arithmetic. We define an analogous notion here: the
system ZF is called S-consistent (S for Syntax) if the following
statements do not hold simultaneously:

(i) FOR ALL X: ZFI- -F(IX/)
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and

(ii) ZFI- (E x)(tree(x) & F(x».

More formally we define:

S-CONS(ZF) IFF

Chapter 5.2.2

FOR ALL X: ZFI- -F(/XI)

Lemma 5.2.3.

ONLY IF NOT ZFI- (E x)(tree(x) & F(x»

If ZF is S-consistent then ZF is consistent.

To see that the converse direction does not hold for arbitrary
formal systems extend ZF to a theory ZF+ by adding a suitable axiom such
that ZF+ is consistent but not S-consistent. (Use Goedel's theorem.)
Assuming that ZF is S-consistent, DG can be shown to be undecidable.

Theorem 5.2.4. (Goedel)

If ZF is S-consistent then NOT ZFI- -DG.

Proof: As S-consistency implies (simple) consistency, we know:

FOR ALL X: NOT DER(X,DG),

and hence by (R2):

FOR ALL X: ZFI- -oder(IX!, /DG!).

But then, by S-consistency of ZF and the construction of DG:

NOT ZFI- -DG

Q.E.D.

Rosser showed that one can avoid using the stronger hypothesis
of S-consistency (to exhibit an undecidable sentence) by modifying the
derivability predicate DER and requiring the representability condition
for the modified THEa-predicate, and for consistent theories this is no
restriction. Call the formal system with the modified DER-predicate its
Rosser variant. Kreisel\Takeuti describe it in the following way:

The Rosser variant of F ... is obtained from F
by the following additional requirement on (the
formal steps needed to verify) the property of being
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a derivation, say d: d must not only be built up
according to the rules of F, but no d' preceding d
(in some w-ordering of deductions of F)(l) may
contradict d, that is, neither of the end formulae
of d and d' may be the formal negation of the other.
(K\T,p.19)

If one has arithmetized syntax, such an N-ordering is
immediately given. But in this presentation of syntax it has to be
induced. This can be done by associating with each term T of TEM a
specific numeral, say \T\. Then define

Tl <' T2 IFF \Tl\ < \T2\

Using this <'-relation between TEM-terms the modified DER-predicate is
given by:

DER*(X, Y) IFF

[DER(X,Y) AND (FOR ALL Z,W <'= X)( DER(Z,W) ONLY IF

( NOT W IS [-,Y] AND NOT Y IS [-,W] ) )]

where W <'= Z stands for W <' Z OR W IS Z.

Consistent formal systems and their Rosser variants obviously
prove the same theorems. For ZF we have in particular:

Lemma 5.2.5.

If ZF is consistent then (DER(X,Y) IFF DER*(X,Y».

Assume that oder* represents DER*, that otheo* represents THEO*,
and that (Rl*) is provable in TEM. ((Rl*) is just (Rl') with otheo*
instead of otheo.) Now consider -otheo*(x) and its diagonal sentence DR.

Theorem 5.2.6. (Rosser)

If ZF is consistent then

NOT ZFI- DR

AND

NOT ZFI- -DR

(1) 'w' stands again for 'omega'.
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Proof: The first part is proved in the same way as Goedel' s first
theorem

For the second part assume:

ZF 1- -DR.

Hence by (R1*) and the above lemma:

(1) ZFI- otheo*(I-DRI).

By the construction of DR we have:

ZF 1- DR <-> -otheo* ( IDR 1) •

and hence (using the assumption again):

(2) ZFI- otheo*(IDRI)·

(1) and (2) (together with the definition of oder*) lead to a
contradiction to the consistency of ZF.

Q.E.D.

Rosser's theorem shows us that ZF is incomplete: the sentence DR
is neither provable nor refutable in ZF. Can one hope to make ZF
complete by adding new axioms? Clearly not as long as we require that
the axioms be given by an S-inductive definition. We could argue for
the incompleteness of the extended system in the same way as before
(unless the new system is inconsistent). In the next section we shall
see that yet another, metamathematically meaningful sentence cannot be
derived in ZF; namely the statement which expresses that ZF is
consistent. And at the end of that section we shall also make some
remarks on the possibility of extending a formal system systematically
by adding consistency statements.

5.3 Reflection Principle

Assuming that additional derivability conditions hold (and they
do hold for ZF, as will be verified in Chapter 5), Loeb's theorem
characterizes the (un)provable instances of the reflection principle.
Goedel's Second Theorem is a particular case of Loeb's theorem.

5.3.1 Loeb's Theorem

Consistency is
soundness for ZF: the
principle is the schema:

closely related to the formal assertion of
reflection principle. For ZF the reflection

otheo(IFI) -> F
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for sentences F.

It expresses that each provable sentence is true.

Chapter 5.3.1

Goedel's first theorem can be restated in terms of an instance
of the reflection principle:

otheo(IDGI) -> DG is not derivable in ZF;

and this instance is equivalent to DG.

Theorem 5.3.1.

If ZF is consistent then

NOT ZFI- otheo(IDGI)->DG

Proof: By the construction of DG:

(*) ZFI- otheo(IDGI) <-> -DG

Now assume that:

ZF 1- otheo ( 1DG I) -> DG.

Hence by (*):

ZFI- -DG -> DG,

and thus:

ZFI- DG.

By (R1):

ZF 1- otheo ( 1DG 1)

and using (*) again:

ZFI- -DG

But this contradicts the consistency of ZF.

Q.E.D.

Using the first part of the argument in the above proof we can
establish:

ZF 1- otheo(IDGI) -> DG IFF ZF 1- DG.
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This equivalence is generalized to all ZF-sentences
theorem, which characterizes the (un)provable instances
reflection principle.

in Loeb's
of the

Consequently, we cannot prove the general form of the reflection
principle. This reformulation of the First Theorem can be obtained as a
consequence of (the original formulation of the First Theorem and) the
theorem by Loeb. For its proof we have not only to assume that the
representability condition (Rl') holds for ZF*, but that its set
theoretic version is derivable in ZF*. Furthermore, ZF* has to be
closed under modus ponens, provably so. These additional requirements
are formulated as so-called derivability conditions:

(Dl) ZF*I- otheo(IXI) -> otheo(lotheo(IXI)I)

(D2) ZF*I- otheo(IX->yl) -> otheo(IXI) -> otheo(lyl)·

Theorem 5.3·2. (Loeb's theorem)

For all sentences G:

ZF 1- otheo ( 1GI) -> G IFF ZF 1- G.

Proof:

ZFI- G only if ZFI- otheo(IGI) -> G ; this is trivial.

For the other direction, we make again use of the self
referential lemma; apply it to

otheo(x) -> G to get a DL for which

ZF* 1- DL <-> (otheo ( IDL 1)->G) •

Hence by (Rl'):

ZF 1- otheo ( 1 DL -> otheo ( 1DL 1) ->G 1 )

-> otheo(IDLI) -> otheo(lotheo(IDLI) -> GI) \by (D2)

-> otheo ( 1DL I) -> otheo ( 1otheo ( IDL 1) I) -> otheo ( IGI) \ "

-> otheo ( 1otheo ( 1DL 1 ) I) -> otheo ( 1DL I) -> otheo ( 1GI ) •

By (Dl) we have:

ZF 1- otheo ( 1DL I) -> otheo ( 1otheo ( IDL 1) 1 ),

and thus:

ZFI- otheo(IDLI) -> otheo(IDLI) -> otheo(IGI)
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-> otheo(IDLI) -> otheo(IGI).

Chapter 5.3.1

By hypothesis, ZF proves the reflection principle for G; thus:

(*) ZFI- otheo(IDLI) -> G,

and hence by construction of DL:

ZFI- DL.

Now use (Rl") to conclude:

ZF 1- otheo ( IDL I) ,

which gives together with (*):

ZFI- G.

Q.E.D.

5.3.2 Goedel"s Second Incompleteness Theorem

It follows immediately from Loeb"s theorem that the reflection
principle can be proved neither for undecidable nor for refutable
sentences (if ZF is consistent). In particular, we obtain the above
reformulation of the First Theorem and the following corollary for
refutable sentences.

Corollary 5.3.3.

If ZF is ccnsistent then NOT ZFI- otheo(I#I) -> #.

Yet this unprovable instance of the reflection principle is
equivalent to a statement expressing the consistency of ZF: -otheo(I#I)·

Lemma 5.3.4.

ZF*I- -otheo(I#I) <-> (otheo(I#I) -> #).

Proof:

(-» :

«-):

ZF*I- -otheo(I#I) & otheo(I#I) -> #

-> -otheo ( 1/11) -> otheo (1111) -> #

ZF*I- (otheo(I#I) -> #) -> -# -> -otheo(I#I)

and hence, as # is refutable:
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ZF*I- (otheo(I#I) -> #) -> -otheo(I#I)·

Defining ocons(ZF) as -otheo(I#I), we have

Goedel's Second Incompleteness Theorem:

ZF cannot prove its o~m consistency.

Theorem 5.3.5. (Goedel)

If ZF is consistent then NOT ZFI- ocons(ZF).

Chapter 5.3.2

Q.E.D.

The proof of the Second Theorem can be extended to yield the
result for all finite extensions of ZF. From this modified formulation
of the Second Theorem one can prove Loeb's theorem.

Let G be an arbitrary sentence and assume:

NOT ZF 1- G.

If H is -G, then ZF+H is consistent.

From the modified Second Theorem we conclude:

NOT ZF+H 1- ocons(ZF+H)

By a formalized version of the deduction theorem for first-order
theories:

NOT ZF+H 1- -otheo(IH -> #1)·

Using the definition of H one obtains:

NOT ZF+H 1- -otheo(IGI)·

And thus clearly (by the deduction theorem and the definition of H):

NOT ZF 1- -G -> -otheo(IGI)·

Hence by (meta)mathematical contraposition:

ZF 1- otheo ( 1GI) -> G ONLY IF ZF 1- G.

So, Loeb's theorem is equivalent to the Second Theorem for all
finite extensions of ZF.
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Remark (on Hilbert's program): To prove the consistency of
arithmetic (then of analysis and set theory) by restricted
metamathematical, so-called finitary means was the aim of Hilbert and
his collaborators (i.a., Ackermann and Bernays). A strict definition of
'finitary methods' had not been given; but they were supposed to have a
very elementary mathematical character. Goedel's Second Theorem is not
a 'refutation' of Hilbert's consistency program. Goedel himself
remarked at the end of his paper:

It should be expressly noted that Theorem XI
[the Second Theorem for a system P] in no way
contradicts Hilbert's formalistic standpoint. For
the latter presupposes only the existence of a
consistency proof carried out by finitary methods,
and it is conceivable that there might be a finitary
proof which cannot be represented in P [DAVIS,3?].

Nevertheless, the situation is prima facie 'paradoxical': we are
to look for a finitary, elementary proof which cannot be carried out in
ZF, a sys tem in which one hoped to formalize all of mathematics. For
Peano arithmetic Gentzen found a consistency proof which is completely
elementary, except that the principle of transfinite induction (for a
natural recursive well ordering) is used. Similar proofs have been
found for extensions of arithmetic.

5.4 Literal Self-reference

First it is noticed that Goedel's Second Theorem depends on the
derivability conditions in an essential way by giving examples of
representations of the theorem predicate such that the consistency of ZF
(expressed by means of these representations) is provable in ZF.

Using literal self-referential statements,
that the first derivability condition is crucial: (a
Theorem can be proved assuming just (RI') and (DI).

we shall then see
form of) the Second

5.4.1 Proving the Consistency of ZF

In this section we shall look at some delicate points concerning
the representation of syntax in set theory. First we will notice that
the Second Theorem depends on (RI'), (DI) and (D2) in an essential way:
there are representations of the theorem predicate for which it does not
hold. Let ocons*(ZF) be -otheo*(IHI), which expresses the consistency
of the Rosser variant of ZF, then ZF DOES prove its o,'ll consistency!
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Lemma 5·4.1.

ZFI- ocons*(ZF)

Proof:

ZF 1- -II

-> otheo*(I-HI) \ (Rl*)

-> -otheo*(IHI) \ def. of oder*

Chapter 5.4.1

Q.E.D.

Another delightful example, making the same point, is due to
Mostowski. Let otheo'(x) be

otheo(x) & -(x = IHI)

which represents the theorem predicate (assuming ZF is consistent). If
ocons'(ZF) is -otheo'(IHI) then one has immediately:

ZF 1- ocons'(ZF)

These examples show that the modified theorem predicates cannot
satisfy both derivability conditions. Jeroslow observed that one needs
only (Rl') and (Dl) for a version of the Second Theorem; and one can
show that otheo* and otheo' do not satisfy (Dl). For this observation a
different construction of self-referential statements and a different
way of expressing consistency are crucial. Let us first look at various
consistency statements, which are equivalent if the theorem predicate
satisfies (D2); we will see that our representation does, and so we
have:

Lemma 5.4.2.

The following statements are all equivalent in ZF*:

(i) otheo(IXI) -> -otheo(I-XI)

(ii) -otheo ( IXI) v -otheo ( I-x I )

(iii) -otheo( Ix & -Xl)

(iv) -otheo(IHI) ;instead of Hany other ZF*-refutable sentence
may be chosen.

Proof:
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Equivalences of (i) throu~h (iii):

ZF*I- otheo(IXI) -> -otheo(I-XI)

<-> -otheo ( IXI) v -otheo (I-x I)

<-> -(otheo( IXI) & otheo(l-XI))

<-> -otheo( Ix & -Xl)

Equivalence of (iii) and (iv):

ZFI- x & -x -> #.

Hence by (R1'):

ZF*I- otheo(IX & -x -> #1)

-> otheo ( Ix & -x I) -> otheo ( 1111 )

-> -otheo(I#I) -> -otheo(IX & -XI)

To prove the other direction, procede in this way:

ZF/- # -> x & -x.

Hence by (R1'):

ZF*I- otheo(l# -> X & -Xl)

-> otheo(llll) -> otheo(IX & -XI)

-> -otheo(IX & -Xl) -> -otheo(I#/)

Chapter 5.4.1

Q.E.D.

5.4.2 Literal Self-referential Sentences

In the SELF-REFERENTIAL LEMMA we constructed (for a formula F
with one free variable) a diagonal sentence such that:

ZF*I- DG <-> -otheo(IDGI)·

In the literal self-referential lemma we are ~oing to construct a term T
and a sentence D for a formula F such that:

D IS F(T)

and

ZF* 1- IDI T.
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Let FUB(X,Y) be SUB(SUB(X,x,Y),x, IYI). Then FUB is represented
by

ofub (= osub (osub (u, Ixl,v),lxl,ocode(v»).

Let T be: ofub(IFI, lofub(IFI ,x) I)

and D be F(T). Then we have the

Lemma 5.4.3. (Literal Self-referential lemma)

(i) ZF* 1- IDI T

(ii) ZF* 1- D <-> F( IDI)

Proof: (ii) follows trivially from (i) and the definition of D. To
show (i) we notice that the following chain of equations can be proved
in ZF*:

T ofub(IFI,lofub(IFI,x)!)

= osub(osub( IF!, lxi, lofub( IF! ,x) I), !xl ,ocode( lofub( IFI ,x) I»

osub (I SUB(F ,x, ofub( IF I ,x» 1 , Ix I ,ocode( Iofub (! F I ,x) I»

ISUB(SUB(F,x,ofub(IFI ,x»,x, lofub(IFI ,x) I) I

= IF(T)I·

Q.E.D.

Now let F be -otheo(x). The literal diagonal sentence is called
DJ; the consistency of ZF is expressed by

Icons(ZF),

which is

-(otheo(lotheo(T)! & otheo(!-otheo(T) I»·

Theorem 5.4.4. (Jeroslow)

If ZF is consistent then

ZFI- Icons(ZF) -> DJ.

Proof: By (Dl),

(1) ZFI- otheo(T) -> otheo(lotheo(T) I).
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By logic:

ZFI- otheo(T) -> otheo(T).

Chapter 5.4.2

Using (i) of the literal self-referential lemma for DJ we have:

ZFI- otheo(T) -> otheo(IDJI)

-> otheo(T) -> otheo(l-otheo(T)I) \ definition of DJ

Hence (from the last line and (1)):

ZFI- Icons(ZF) -> DJ.

Q.E.D.

From this theorem one can immediately infer (a version of) the
Second Theorem: assume ZFI- Icons(ZF). Then ZFI- DJ.

The First Theorem can clearly be proved with DJ instead of DG.
Hence we arrived at a contradiction, and ZF does not prove Icons (ZF).
Note that for the First Theorem only (R1') was used; in the proof of the
above theorem we used only (D1). Thus we established the Second Theorem
under the conditions (R1') and (D1).

5.4.3 Henkin and Goedel sentences

Call a sentence G a Goedel-sentence

if ZFI- G <-> -otheo(IGI)·

A sentence H is called a Henkin-sentence

if ZFI- H <-> otheo(IHI).(2)

Goedel-sentences assert
Henkin-sentences express their
observation we made essential use

ZF*I- IDJI T,

their own underivability, whereas
own derivabili ty. For Jeroslow's

of the fact that DJ was literal, i.e.,

to remove (D2) as a derivability condition. Re-admitting (D2) we note
the following fact:

(2) It was HENKIN [1952] who asked whether the diagonal sentence
DR for otheo(x) is provable or undecidable; by Loeb's theorem this
problem is solved positively: it is provable.
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Lemma 5.4.5.

(i) All Goedel-sentences are equivalent;

(ii) All Henkin-sentences are equivalent·

Proof:

Chapter 5.4.3

ad(ii): (ii) is trivial by Loeb's theorem. Let Hl and H2 be Henkin-
sentences. Then (by Loeb's theorem): ZF/- Hl and ZFI- H2,

hence ZFI- Hl <-> H2.

ad(i): Show that every Goedel-sentence is equivalent to ocons(ZF).

ZFI- ocons(ZF) -> G.

By (Dl) we have:

ZFI- otheo(IGI) -> otheo(lotheo(IGI)I).

Using the defining equivalence for G, (R10) and (D2) we have:

ZFI- otheo(IGI) -> otheo(l-otheo(/GI)/)·

And consequently:

ZF/- ocons(ZF) -> - otheo(IGI).

By the definition of G:

ZF/- ocons(ZF) -> G

ZF/- G -> ocons(ZF) is clear, as

ZF/- -otheo(IG/) -> -otheo(IGI) v -otheo(I-GI),

and the hypothesis is equivalent to G, the conclusion to ocons(ZF).

Q.E.D.
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